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Are you going through hell 
just to keep warm?
Mesh lined yoke keeps 
you warm and comfy.
Our downproof nylon 
fabric lets you laugh 
i the face of wind.
Convenient 
\ high zip leg
Front and back vents. 
Spell that
b'r-e-a't'h'a'b'i'l-i't'y.
This tape 
our views 
night safety.
Lots of winter suits make 
you feel like you’re running 
in a blazing inferno. Because 
air doesn’t circulate around 
inside. So get inside our
Nor’Easter suit. It’ll keep you 
warm. But since it’s ventilated, 
you won’t roast. Which means 
now you can tell your old suit 
where to go.
Bill Rodgers & Company, 86 Finnell Drive, Weymouth, MA 02188 (617) 335-2740
OLVMFSA
MAINE MALL NEWINGTON MALL
SPORT
CENTER
So. Portland, ME.
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 - 9:30
(207) 773-8131 
Sun. 12- 5
Newington Mall 
Mon. - Sat. 10 - 9:30
(603) 431-4304 
Sun.12 - 6
P. O. Box 259, East Holden, Maine 04429 
Telephone (207)
November is here and it’s time once 
again to put up the ol1 Moose-Mobile 
for another road racing season. The 
MiJsterds took a road trip this fall 
that saw both ups and downs. See 
Conrad Walton’s account of the event . 
immediately after the calendar.
Like always the November calendar 
stands alone. It’s too soon for the 
cross country ski schedule and most 
race directors in Maine take a breather 
to be with their families over the 
holidays. But watch out! If November 
is here can January be far behind? 
Better start getting those long slow 
runs in now because the speed work 
will be coming again before you know 
it.
It’s an endless cycle here In Maine... 
If you have been part of that cycle for 
a number of years or if you are a new-
comer to the sport you will be glad 
to know that Dick Goodie's long awaited 
The Maine Quality of Running will soon 
be available. Dick has been'working 
for years writing this history of our 
sport. Sam Ouellette, Rollie Dyer,
Ralph Thomas, Rick Krause all the way 
up to Joan Benoit. Dick has taken the 
rich heritage of Maine running and put 
it down for us all to share. Watch for 
it.
This month we have some shocking news 
about youth physical fitness from the 
The Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices; a book review from Dr. Dick Mc-
Faul; cross country news and more.
Enjoy your late fall slow runs and 
BRING ON THE SNOW!
MAINE RUNNING is printed monthly at 
Bangor, Maine
Editor: Robert Booker
PO Box 259 
E. Holden, ME 04429
843-6262
NOVEMBE R CALENDAR 2-4
Lot's of Turkey to be had!
MUSTERDS SURVIVE ATTACK 5
How the northern joggers 
made it home safely, far from 
harms way.
AT THE RACES 5-7
The Old Mill Pub, Smitty’s and 
the Kaypro race. Unique new races. 
NATIONAL YOUTH FITNESS SURVEY 7-8
Are our children watching too much 
T.V.? What is really happening in 
our school's gyms? How about some 
life sports like walking, running, 
canoeing, swimming, x-country skiing?
THE EXERCISE MYTH - A BOOK REVIEW 9-10
Dr. Dick McFaul reviews the hot 
new anti-exercise book.
STROM ON MASTERS 11
Herb shares some good masters 
mags with us.
Letters 12-13
I've been getting a lot of mail 
lately. Something bugging you about 
MR or do you have something nice or 
constructive to say about the mag or 
the sport? Send me a line. Make 
sure you let me know whether or not 
it's for publication.
CROSS COUNTRY NEWS 14
The round up of U.M.O., UofM, Augusta, 
St. Joe's and T.A.C. news.
The Log 15-18
The Pack 19-27
MR NEWS 28
FLYERS
All photo credits go to Vance Brown this 
month except for the Old Mill Pub shot. 
Where will Vance show up next? Have 
you seen he and his wife at the races 
yet?
Telephone: 207-843-6262
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3* AMC PLEASANT RIVER POLING. Contact Don Skofield at 773-3642
3 FREEZE UP RUN. 10 a.m. from the St. John Racquet Ball Club, 8 miler, Contact: 
Walter Ellis, 9 Hayward Ct., Saint John, N.B. E2K 2A4 or call 693-4382
3* t/LIFE FITNESS FESTIVAL BIATHLON. 8 a.m. from the Abraham Lincoln School, Forest 
Ave. in Bangor. Run the Benjamin’s course and/or Bike 15 miles from the finish 
line near City Hall downtown. Team or individual. Either race or both. 
Contact: Flip Town U.S.A. Boosters Club, 36 Grove St., Bangor, ME 04401 
$5 for each event; $10 for both.
4 (/8K RUN FOR YOUR LIFE. 11:30 from Run For Your Life, Granite Hill Rd.,
Manchester, ME. Hot chowder and prizes. Contact store at 622-9854
4 t/14TH ANNUAL LOST VALLEY 15 KILOMETER ROAD RACE. 1 p.m. from Lost Valley Ski 
area base lodge. $5 Flat out and back course. Contact: Auburn Rec 784-0191
^11 5TH ANNUAL VETERAN’S DAY ROAD RACES. 10 a.m. from Hodgkins School in Augusta. 
Certified Half-Marathon (limited) & 5K. Free luncheon at Augusta Elks after 
race. Benefits American Heart Assoc., Contact: Greg Nelson, Maine Road 
Ramblers, PO Box 264, Augusta, ME 04330 582-5607
Jrl THE ROWDY ULTRA - A 50 MILE RACE. 6:30 a.m. meet at Sargent Gym on the
Bowdoin College Campus. Must pre-register. $15 fee. Contact: Gary Coch-
rane, 30 Cumberland St., Brunswick, ME 04011 by Nov 4 on call 725-8413
^11 VETERANS MEMORIAL ROAD RACE. 1 p.m. from Wiscasset High. See flyer in October 
issue or contact: Wiscasset Rec Dept, Municipal Building, Wiscasset, ME 04578
11 1984 FRED J. HACKETT AUTUMN RUN. 10K at 12 noon from Main St., Penacook, N.H.
$5 Contact: Concord Savings Bank, Box 739, Concord- N.H. 03301 ATTN: Grace 
Walker
GO FOR IT!
In Printed Sportswear from 
COMMERCIAL SCREENPRINT.
RACE DIRECTORS & SPONSORS!
We can provide you with:
T-SHIRTS - RUNNING JERSEYS - SHORTS 
CAPS - BUMPER STICKERS - SIGNS
All Custom Printed with your design, 
or you can work with our fully equipped 
art department to create a design that 
will help make your event a SUCCESS!! 
*QUALITY PRINTING * QUANTITY PRICES
WE HAVE A GREAT TRACK RECORD!!
BENJAMIN"S ROAD RACE - 4 yrs.
LITE BEER - PAUL BUNYAN ROAD RACE - 2 yrs. 
CRANBERRY ISLAND ROAD RACE - 2 yrs. 
MACHIAS BLUEBERRY RUN - 2 yrs.
KENDUSKEAG CANOE RACE - 2 yrs.
MEDUXNEKEAG CANOE RACE - 2 yrs.
HAMPDEN 8| MILER - 3yrs.
HANCOCK LOBSTER CLASSIC - 3 yrs.
BOB BOOKERS - MAINE RUNNING CAMP - 3 yrs. 
MARCH OF DIMES - WALK AMERICA!
KATAHDIN TRUST SNOW RUN - 2 yrs.
TERRY FOX MEMORIAL RUN - 2 yrs.
ATHLETICS EAST TRACK CLUB 
PLUS MANY MORE!
* ART DESIGN AND LETTERING 
* EMBROIDERY AND MONOGRAMMING
COMMERCIAL SCREENPRINT
114 Main St., Bangor, Me. 
942-2862
17 1984 CANADIAN TEAM CROSS-COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS. 11 a.m. from Mactaquac Golf
Course in Fredericton, N.B., Canada. $25 for 7 person senior men's team;
$20 for 5 person senior women, junior men & junior women teams; $5 for all 
additional entries. Foreign athletes welcome! Contact: Dave Beattie, 51 
Deerwood Dr., RR#6, Fredericton, N.B. E3B 4X7 Distances: 4K for J.W.; 5K 
for S.W.; 8K for J.M., 12K for Senior Men.
'-17 3RD ANNUAL 5 KILOMETER TURKEY TROT. 9 a.m. from Brewer High School. See flyer.
UMA/KJ CROSS COUNTRY RUNNER'S FESTIVAL. Three events. 1.5 mile for Junior High 
and younger; 3 mile for High School; and 4 mile for Open/Corporate/Collegiate/ 
UMA Alumni. See flyer.
•18 16TH ANNUAL CAPE ELIZABETH TURKEY TROT. 1 p.m. from Cape Elizabeth High.
$3 pre/$4 post. 35 turkeys awarded. A great Maine tradition! Contact:
Joan Lavin, 655 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME 04103 797-6395. MTC Event
CiS FREEPORT COMMUNITY EDUCATION GREAT OSPREY OCEAN RUN - PART 3. 12 noon at
Wolf Neck State Park, Freeport. See flyer.
C22 5TH ANNUAL SCRUTON POND ROAD RACE. 9 a.m. in Barrington, N.H. $5 pre/$7
post. Call or write: Pat Kelly, RFD #2, Scruton Pond Rd., Barrington, N.H. 
03825 603-664-9516
(22 6TH. ANNUAL MAINE SAVINGS BANK GASPING GOBBLER ROAD RACES. Certified (limited) 
10K and 2 mile. 10 a.m. from the Augusta Civic Center. See flyer.
22 THANKSGIVING DAY 4 MILER. 8 a.m. from the Portland Expo. Contact: George
Towle, Portland High School, 284 Cumberland Ave., Portland, ME 04101 775-5631
761-2197 (evenings)
Hanson’s Ski and Sport
-New  Store  - new location  -
TCoin City"Pla^az State St.(0revuer A$A-7250 
Complete Vine of Camping and Backpacking Equipment
Canoes and KayaKS by_s
Sales, SQrViCC 
and Rentals
Dr. John Frachella 
(whiteujater Manager)
"the Spirit of whitewater-
— Boats tome Standard uaith •
-adt os table AOS bucket seats 
° 11 ■Pootbro.ce.s
— beene pod safety device
— 3 year ujo.ro.hTee
Come see our full line of paddling accessories for 
the race enthusiast, •Vrtathtete, or cueekend boater
24 T.A.C./USA NATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS (Men, Women, Jr. Men & Women). 
At Franklyn Park in Boston. Send SASE to Boston Running News, PO Box 252, 
Boston, MA 02113 BIG NAMES/BIG RACE Info care of Steve Viatones.
‘Sporting Goods for All Seasons'
i Good Sports
04011
Tel. (207) 729-9949
Bill Rodgers 
_ES5Lru&Company
This tape reflects 
our views on night 
safety.
r'A suit chat 
'a. 1 isrit seam-sealisrit sea -sealed 
is all wet.
We stitch soft nylon 
inside to keep you warm 
and comfortable, not hot 
and bothered.
Gore-lex has 
billions of pores. 
Perspiration gets out, 
but rain doesn’t get in.
Yankee Sports and Running Center
34 MAIN ST. • FREEPORT 865-4003
MAINE’S QUALITY R UNNING SHOP FOR THE ECONOMY MINDED RUNNER.
I Sturdy graphite 
I outside heel counter 
[ and compression 
| molded EVA midsole 
I help you run more 
I naturally.
Graphite.
Few substances known to 
Science can match it for 
resiliency and strength. 
Graphite is used in today's 
high-tech tennis rackets. In 
high performance skis.
And now Brooks uses it 
in the unique outside heel 
counter of our new 
Graphlex training shoe.
The effect is indeed 
"revolutionary."
Never before has such a 
lightweight outside heel 
counter provided so much 
sturdy support. Such solid 
stability with so much true 
flexibility.
MOLDING IS GOOD FOR 
THE SOLE
Another revolutionary 
feature of the new Graphlex 
is an EVA midsole that is 
compression molded.
Molded EVA is not only 
lighter than conventionally 
treated EVA, it's also 
noticeably denser. So it 
dampens and disperses 
shock more evenly. And 
stays resilient for many 
more miles.
BOTTOM LINE
The new Graphlex's 
graphite outside heel 
counter and molded EVA 
midsole work in concert to 
control rear foot motion 
better and let you run more 
naturally.
Together they create a
stable platform so your feet 
can take off and land more 
comfortably. And safely.
The graphite counter 
revolution from Brooks. 
Extra support and 
flexibility, without the extra 
weight.
Look for the new Brooks 
Graphlex wherever better 
athletic footwear
^BROOKS
High performance from the ground up.
A
MUSTERDS SURVIVE ATTACKI!!
This past weekend many Aroostook Musterds traveled to the. lovely Carrabassett Valley 
to take part in the Kingfield weekend. What a tremendous experience with the absol-
utely beautiful facilities at the Sugarloaf Inn, the exciting 10K and unforgettable 
"lunge" up Sugarloaf Mountain on Sunday morning. The weather was perfect and Chip Carey, 
the sponsors, and everyone involved get our hearty congratulations on a super running 
event.
The weekend was an opportunity for the Musterd Racing Team to unveil it's vehicle 
"The Moose-Mobile". ,
The contingent was headed by the 7th place finish of Greg Wardwell. Greg is getting 
back into shape after a hiatus of 2 years following graduation from Springfield College. 
Master Herm Pelletier established himself as one of the tops in the state with a 33:34. 
Veteran Howard Paradis also dominated in the over 50 group. Who can forget the perfor-
mance of the Granddaddy of all Musterds, ageless Guru of all Maine road 
racers, Sam Ouellette.
The biggest surprise of the day came from the lady Musterds. Who 
has ever heard of a runner named Katie Martin? We knew how well she 
could run, but no one else did. Well the cards have been played
and move over girls - there’s a new kid in town!!! With a time of 
36:14, Martin has to be considered one of the stars of the future. 
Also, winning their age divisions were Carol McElwee, in the 
Junior Masters, and Darlene Higgins (winner of the Paul Bunyan 
Marathon) in the masters.
There was, however, a rather ugly incident that marred the 
wonderful weekend. Shortly after the close of the awards cere-
mony, the Musterds van was surrounded by a small band of Maine 
Rowdies. Their actions can only be explained as a fit of jealous 
rage. The vindictive group was led by enraged members, Lawson 
Noyes and Wayne Clark. Both were touting a quart of milk and it was 
reported that Noyes was wearing the new steel toed Nike trainer!! 
After several futile attempts, Noyes managed, with one devastating 
kick, to completely dislodge the rear bumper.
Fortunately, we had anticipated action of this nature and brought 
with us Musterd mechanic, Paul Higgins. Higgins quickly made tem-
porary repairs and we were able to continue back to the County, much 
to the dismay of our attackers.
The club is now consulting our legal advisor on what action is to be taken. In ad-
dition to vicious destruction of the Moose-Mobile, charges of indecent exposure may be 
leveled against Rowdie Lawson Noyes.
Conrad Walton
Ed’s Note: Pictured above is Kingfield winner, Malcolm East as he pushes toward the finish 
Hopefully, the Kingfield results (and Casco Bay) will appear in the December issue of MR.
If you have them, send us a copy.
OLD MILL PUB 10K - Skowhegan Sep 29th
How did it go? We had 91 runners covering the 10K course between 33:10 and 1:25:08. 
(John McKee enjoyed the Kingfield race so much the week before that he decided to join 
us for his second 10K on crutches). The weather was perfect (Chip Carey does not have 
a monopoly on perfect September weekends), the hill at mile four turned out not to be as 
forbidding for most as it looked, and the two-mile downhill finish was a good stretch to 
turn it on or to coast while catching some breath. Hank Chipman surprised no one with 
his win. Many of us around here have come to expect it of him.
Douglas A. O'Heir, D.P.M.
announces the opening of his office 
for the practice of
PODIATRY
Medical and Surgical Treatment of 
Foot Disorders
Sports Medicine
Experienced runner (competed at 
high school and college level) 
and cyclist (extensive touring 
experience, worked as mechanic)
141 Silver Street 
Waterville, Maine 04901 
872-2262
We gave away Heavyhands, booster cables, and coolers, to name a few. Our grand prize 
of a Kennebec River rafting trip next summer went to Ed Criley of Cupertino, CA. (Match 
that for distance).
We enjoyed the race. Dick McCarthy of the Old Mill Pub is enthusiastic about doing it 
all again, so look for us in your calendar next year.
Many thanks for your help and advice.
Ralph Baldwin
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
KAYPRO/WENDY'S 10K - Waterville September 1st
Have you heard of Deidra Murphy? She is the only female to show up for the Kaypro/ 
Wendy's 10K in Waterville on September 1st. I believe she is only 12 years old, but 
she is eligible to represent the State of Maine in the first ever SUPER RUN I on Oct 
27th from Las Vegas, Nevada. In addition to winning an all expense paid trip to that 
event (flying American Airlines), Deidra also received a "Kaypro 2 Computer", "Sprinter" 
portable printer, "DP" exercise equipment, "Sky Valet" luggage on wheels and a chance to 
appear on national television. Not bad for 56 minutes, 35 seconds work!!
SMITTY'S GYM 5K FOR CYSTIC FIBROSIS - Machias, September 29th
Tanya, Brooke, Ethan and I travelled downeast (way down!!) to Washington County, Machias, 
and the second running (and walking) of the Smitty's Gym 5K for Cystic Fibrosis. Phil 
Stuart and Smitty put on a very warm, small town event. Several area high school cross 
country teams took part and a very swift Rick Thompson of Virginia Beach, VA took the 
laurels.
Four of Washington County’s finest: Bruce Brigham, 
Deke Talbot, Mike Worcester and Ric Lamoureux at 
the Jonesport 5 Miler
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Public Health Service
Office of the Assistant Secretary 
for Health
Washington DC 20201
KEY FINDINGS FROM THE 
NATIONAL CHILDREN AND YOUTH FITNESS STUDY
o Body fat measurements were significantly higher in today’s youth than in 
measurements taken in the 1960s.
o About 50 percent of today’s youth do not receive "appropriate physical 
activity.”
o Approximately 80 percent of fifth- through twelfth-graders take physical 
education classes. However, enrollment declines sharply, with 98 percent 
enrolled in fifth grade, but barely 50 percent in twelfth grade.
o An average physical education student takes classes 3.6 days per week: 
most students in elementary grades take classes only one or two days a 
week; only 36.3 percent of fifth- through 12th-graders take daily classes.
o The average youth gets more than 80 percent of his/her physical activity 
outside of the school physical education program. An average of 12 to 13 
hours each week are spent in physical activity outside of class year 
round, compared to two to three hours in class.
o In physical education, 47 percent of time is spent on lifetime activities 
compared to 63 percent of activity time outside of physical education. 
Lifetime activities generally require only one or two people and may 
readily be carried into adulthood.
o Physical education teachers of younger students tend to rely heavily on 
relays and informal games, such as dodgeball and kickball. Among older 
students, teachers continue to rely heavily on competitive sports and 
other activities that cannot readily be done by adults.
o For boys and girls, the top five physical education activities are
basketball, calisthenics/exercises, volleyball, baseball/softball, and 
jogging (distance running).
o The top five activities outside of physical education for boys are:
bicycling, basketball, tackle football, baseball/softball, and swimming. 
For girls, they are swimming, bicycling, disco or popular dance, 
rollerskating, and walking quickly.
o Exercise patterns are highly seasonal. Activity in the winter and fall 
months falls to half of the summer high. Youths have difficulty shifting 
activity from one season to the next or perpetuating activities despite 
change of season.
o Several factors stand out in producing super-fit youths (those above the 
75th percentile). These youths are enrolled in physical education, take 
classes more days per week than less fit youths, and participate in a 
larger variety of activities. Outside of physical education, they find 
physical activity through a larger number of community organizations, have 
a more varied activity program, and participate in more appropriate 
physical activities than others.
SPORTS AND ORTHOPAEDIC 
REHABILITATIVE 
THERAPY
Sponsors a Free Seminar
"SPORTS NUTRITION"
Emphasizing how to use nutrition 
to improve performance
PRESENTED BY Ann Marie Davee
Registered Dietician and 
Marathon Runner
DATE :
Thursday, November 8, 1984
TIME:
7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
LOCATION:
Crosby House - Suite 2A 
277 State Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401
To register, please call: 
945-2947
RUNAWAY
BESTSELLER.
43 Cottage St., Bar Harbor 
Tel. 288-4532
Etonic running 
shoes are designed 
with innovative 
features for comfort, 
support, and durability 
So whether you race 
seriously or run for fun,
catch the new Etonic shoes 
Before they run out.
THE EXERCISE MYTH: A review
I approached this book with considerable bias. Years of toiling 
activity converted me to a "run longer-live longer" believer so this 
anti-exercise book could not be approached without suspicion. It came 
as no shock to discover the author was a cardiologist since half my 
professional collegues express frequently their skepticism about the 
lasting benefits of all our road wear.
Doctor Henry Solomon quickly takes aim at the runner; this all 
too visible species that haunts the less inclined. Conceived from 
fad and advertising schemes, we are driven by fiction rather than 
proven medical facts. Our blood pressure, pulse rate, cholesterol 
and total body fat have been measured like our "personal bests" 
advancing medical bank accounts rather than science.
The author emphasizes the difference between health and fitness 
and how these two states exist independant of each other. Fitness 
measures functional capacity; health the absence of disease or injury. 
Our exercise improves our skeletal muscle vastly more than our heart 
muscle. He cautions the reader about the threadmill mistique and 
alerts the reader how this study can fail to detect both a healthy 
and sick heart. After summarizing the medical statistics, Doctor 
Solomon reminds us that the stress test never approaches the stress 
of the 10 kilometer race or marathon.
Medical studies linking exercise and longivity are reviewed. The 
discussion includes the now crumbled Marathon Hypothesis which 
falsely declared that marathon fitness provides immunity against 
death from cardiac disease. Any positive connection between exercise 
and life expectancy is slim and no different than the relationship 
that exists between socioeconomic status or job satisfaction and 
old age.
Chapter Five educates the reader about coronary arteries, the 
process of atherosclerosis and the effect of high blood pressure, 
cholesterol and smoking. He amplifies the cholesterol subject 
describing the differences and implications between high and low 
density types.
He explains the "runners high" simply as old fashioned sweat; 
nothing unique to those of us running high mileage. Regular exercise 
helps those severely depressed. Those feeling fine without exercise 
will not be helped. Chapter Six concludes with a review of endophins 
and other neurotransmitters.
If the path to euphoria is by running, public beware! Our 
injury list keeps growing because the exercise myths prevents us 
from applying common sense. Medical conditions unique to prolonged 
exercise - anemia, amenorrhea, temperature instability - are 
mentioned along with a warning about common cold viruses infecting 
heart muscle.
Following more than a hundred pages of denunciations, the 
doctor surprisingly confesses he too enjoys exercise; the 
unstrenuous type done without concern for his pulse rate - 
merely for fun. He believeswe should all do the same!
Overall I could find little fault with the 
book and believe it would be informative to 
those committing a sizeable portion of their 
lives to exercise. I applaud the author’s 
attempt to unscramble the misinformation that 
wears the disguise of medical fact. He presents 
the arguments systematically and gathers his 
data from reputable medical journals. Unfor-
tunately, the reviews ended in 1982 so recent 
reports favoring exercise are not included.
The basics still remain. For one third the 
cost of running shoes, the EXERCISE MYTH is a 
bargain!
Dick McFaul, MD 
Maine Track Club
The
Starting
Block
Running & Aerobic Wear 
The Runners’ Emporium
117 Water Street 
Hallowell. Maine 04347 
(207)622-6225
Bill Rodgers & Company
NYLON TRAINING SUITS
GORE-TEXAND 
POLYPROPYLENE:
underwear
CREWNECK
(UNISEX)
sS'"
HIGH STREET, ELLSWORTH
RUNNING
Saucony - Tiger - Etonic Shoes 
Bill Rodgers, Moving Comfort 
Woman on the Run 
Everything from Sorbethane to 
Pulseometers
PADDLING
Large selection of canoes & 
kayaks Complete line of
accessories.
CAMPING
EQUIPMENT
Northface - Kelty Camptrails 
White Stag
From stuff sacks to Fabiano 
ultra-lite hiking boots, we have 
the largest selection of camping
goods in Eastern Maine.
TENNIS & 
RACQUETBALL
Prince - Head - Rossignol -
Ektelon & Donnay Racquets
Diadora & Etonic Shoes 
Le Coq Sportif Apparel
Strom on Masters
Two excellent Master's magazines you should find particularly informative and inspiring are National Masters News, 
"the only national publication devoted exclusively to track & field and long distance running for men and women over 
age 30", $1.25 an issue, $12 for 1 year/12 issues, National Masters News, P.0. Box 2372, Van Nuys, CA 91404. The 
other publication is Master Runner, "featuring complete coverage of the world of master running". This one is $2 an 
issue, $15 per year for 8 issues, published at 210 7th St., SE, Suite C-23, Washington, D.C. 20003.
There is also an excellent tape by George Sheehan "How to feel great 24 hours a day", available from Walden Books 
for $5.
Maine Line
On September 16th, Joan Benoit set a world record in the Philadelphia Distance Run. Her half marathon time was 1:08:34. 
Multiply that by two!!!
Bill Peabody writes..."Did you see the results of the Ivo Van Damme meet (Aug 24 Brussels). Bruce Bickford beat Alberto 
Cova (27:47:91 vs. 27:57:38) at 10,000 meters. Compare this to the 28:18:86 at the Olympic Trials (won by Cummings 
in 27:59.08)." Hope he comes to run in the Great Pumpkin, it could mean a new state record.
Andy Palmer ran a disappointing 2:20:19 in the Toronto Marathon. He feels that running sidekick, and 4th place finisher, 
Malcolm East and he had overtrained for the event.
JoAnna Green. Ever heard of her? At 17, she is one of the finest high school distance runners in the state of Maine, 
but she doesn't run cross country for Brunswick High School. What does she do? She wins road races. She has entered
six races in Maine this year and has won them all.
Bath Elks Labor Day Classic Road Race 5 Miles 29:36
Brodie's 10K in Brunswick 36:25
Lewiston/Auburn Jaycees Great Lewiston Mill Festival Race 5 Miles 28:26 
10 Mile Waddle-Fournier Memorial Race 1:02:28
James Bailey Cross Country Run 5 Miles 31:12
Stroh's Run for Liberty 8K 28:59
Watch for JoAnna in the future. She's a sensation!
ATTENTION TRIATHLETES 
Now at Bike Peddlers
“The Fix Kit” a system for the precision fitting 
of the bicycle to the cyclist.
Now in use at the Olympic Training Center
Bangor - Brewer 
Bike Peddlers
Quality Bicycle Sales, Service and Accessories
201 Penobscot Square 
Brewer, Maine 04412
Telephone 
(207) 989-2288
anyaaa
Letters
Dear Bob,
After reading Maine Running this month - I thought I might like 
to put a little imput in for next month. I was particularly in-
terested in the article on Christine Snow. Christine is without 
a doubt one of the finest female high school runners the state has 
ever seen and having worked with her a little I realize that she 
is an extraordinarily tough lady and I don't wish to discredit her 
in the least. The triple she ran in the state was excellent (I 
don't approve of triples for anyone, however). The national 
championship speaks for itself. There was, however, a very mis-
leading sentence in the article. Christine did indeed run 10:52.4 
but it was not a 2 mile, it was a 3200 which is about 4 seconds 
at least 2 women in Maine high school competition who have run
for only one year ran in the low 10:50's when it was still a 2 mile
■an 10:42 in the 2 mile in her junior year and didn't run the 2 mile
her senior year, but did run a 3000 in 9:35, which would be equated to 10:21.
Also there were at least a couple other runners down around 11:00 minutes, including Kim MacDonald, which when you
add the four seconds to Christine's time puts them in the ball park.
That phenominal 37 seconds was a little misleading. And I'm sure Christine doesn't want any credit for things that 
haven11 taken place yet.
For those who are interested, I talked to Rick Erdmann the Eastern Kentucky Coach (where Christine is going now) the 
other day, and she is doing very well? running number one for them and racing very well against some very good people. 
She is doing herself proud.
Thanks Bob - just wanted to clear that up.
Andy
Ed's note: Andy Palmer is one of Maine's finest road racers and coaches. He has been the private coach of such out-
standing high school athletes as Michele Hallett, Paul Plissey, Susannah Beck, Christine Snow, Virginia Connors and 
others...Would somebody tell me why they run the 1600 and 3200 in Maine High School competition anyway? If they want 
to compare times to the old mile and 2 mile, why didn't they keep those distances? Why not move to the more conven-
tional 1500 and 3000? Why use the metric system if you don't want to deal in 10's? Could it be that people are just 
too lazy to measure their 400 meter tracks to accommodate the standard Olympic distances? Let's standardize!
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&£(&&&£(&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&£(
From Bucksport...
Dear Bob,
We enjoyed reading the article about the family in Maine Running. Ed Rice did his usual nice job or writing. How-
ever, there is one thing I'd like to correct in the article. Margaret won the race in Readfield in 1980, not this 
past spring. She did some running this spring and summer. Her only race was in Old Town and she ran that with our 
daughter-in-law, Alta (Alta's second race).
The cover was a real surprise.
See you at the races,
Leona
Ed's note: I should have realized that Margaret hadn't won Readfield since 1980, I ran the first 10 or so miles of 
that race with her. (See MR, Vol 1, No. 3) Colin Peddie and Margaret winners - Combined age of 33 at the time!
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AN OPEN LETTER TO MAINE RUNNING
I can no longer sit back and watch the Maine Running factions ignore a group of highly dedicated runners. I know 
we are few in numbers, but never-the-less work just as hard, if not harder, compete in scores of races statewide and 
really love to run. You will not find them winning many races, if any, but they're out there. I'm refering to, of 
course, the Big runner. I mean physically BIG runner! Those brave Goliaths that venture into the land of the Davids. 
Please do not take me wrong. I have absolutely nothing against the lithe 120-140 pound men & women who compete, all 
I'm asking for is a little equality. Some of us runners just have large frames. I have been running road races in 
Maine for the last 9 years. I've finished every race from IS miles to a marathon. In purusing the Maine Running for 
the last two years I have NEVER seen one race in Maine that has a division for Men/Women over 200 pounds. Lets be 
fair. They have weight division in Boxing, Wrestling, Judo, etc., you wouldn't expect Larry Holmes to fight Sugar 
Ray Leonard would you. There’s about a 60 pound weight difference. So why not in road racing? I am no scientist 
but think of the enormous amount of extra energy exerted by a person carrying 200 dIus pounds say over a marathon.
I would chalenge the winner of this year's Casco Bay Marathon to a 10 mile road race provided he/she carried the 
difference of their weight and mine strapped on their back. (i.e. winner 150, myself 215 = 65 pounds)
Again all I ask is a division in these road races that seem to go to myriads of others. For example in the August 
issue there were prizes for under 16, men's 30-39, 40-49, 50 and over, women's 30-39, 40 and over top - men, top 3 
women, 1st man from M.D.I., 1st woman from M.D.I., father + son team, 60 S over, 6 and under, 1st Elk to finish, 1st 
high school boy or girl, best two generations... ad infinatum.
In closing I hope race directors will take a look at this issue. If there were more categories for the 200 pound 
and over division I feel more larger runners would get out & compete because they have something to shoot for with 
people of similiar stature.
Sincerely,
John A. Kosnow - Portland
Ed's note: Of the more than 250 races in the state each year, John, I have control of only three. Can't help you 
with the other 247. I personally think it a dangerous practice to encourage heavy people to compete. I admire the 
big guys like Tom Mulvey, Wayne Clark and yourself who compete though.
Brandeis University
Department of 
Physical Education 
and Athletics
Shapiro Athletic Center 
M altham
Massachusetts 02254
short of 2 miles at her pace and there have been 
faster.
Kathy Hayes, who ran for Kennebunk, I believe, 
and Michele Hallett from Central Aroostook, who r
Dear Bob, September 3, 1984 
Hampden, Maine
My husband and son will be running in the 22nd Annual Bangor Labor Day Road Race this morning. They both ran this 
race last year as well, but his time they will run together in the new division "Father and Son Team". It will be 
with a great sense of pride that I and other family members cheer them on, and watch them cross the finish line.
But, that's one of the great things about running - it's a real family sport.
Why, then should the new division be called "Father and Son Team". What happened to the fathers and daughters, the 
mothers and sons, the mothers and daughters? If they are being excluded from this division I fail to see why. If 
they are welcome to compete, but simply must settle for assumed inclusion in such a title, I fail to see why.
I had to check the Maine Running flyer myself to be sure that this is the way one would title a "Parent-Child Team" 
division in 1984.
Let's keep running a family sport..all of the family.
Sincerely,
Kathy True
Ed's note: Boy did I blow it! Of course, you are right, Kathy. We should have worded the division better. Our 
intent in offering the new division was to encourage Bob Hillgrove and Dave Farley, who have won over 10 labor day 
races between them, to come back and run with their sons. To draw that foursome along with the Keins, Holyokes, 
Wakelands, Hatchs and others would have been a great plus to an old race. We were certainly not trying to exclude 
anyone and the problem will be addressed next year. I think Maine Running and my own personal record on women's 
running is quite clear. I've been an advocate of women's sports ever since I saw my first women's track meet back 
in 1966; a track meet in which a young lady named Darlene Ford wowed the audience with her speed and grace in jumping 
events. It was the only meet of the year for girls in this area called the Olympic Field Day. We've come a long way 
since then.
Dear Bob, 8 26 84
I'd like to use this space to offer an apology to a friend that I respect, emulate and revere - Andy Palmer.
When Joan won the first ever women's Olympic marathon, I watched the whole thing on the tube, probably just 
like you did. It was real emotional for me and when it was all over, I sat right down and wrote a letter to the 
Bangor Daily in praise of Joanie and her will to win. Halfway through that letter I wrote this:
" — I just returned from a lecture I gave to a unique group of kids at the Maine Running Camp at Bowdoin 
College, Joan's alma mater. Before the lecture, I had a chance to run 10K with Andy Palmer, veteran Maine 
marathoner, the present Brandeis women's track coach and a counselor at this camp. Andy knew Joan's potential, 
or so I thought. He speculated she might have a chance at the bronze, but most likely would place fourth..."
I didn't realize, until it was too late, how misrepresentational that statement was of Andy's true feelings 
about Joanie. Indeed, he was very concerned that Joanie was up against some tremendous competition, but I know 
he never doubted her potential. I'm sure Joanie knows that, but I just wanted to make sure everyone else did too.
Andy, I'm sorry. I was writing in haste and I overlooked the implication, 
attitudes and your support of the greatest potentials in all of us.
I've always admired you for your positive
Sincerely,
John Frachella
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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Cross-country
The women’s team is 5-0 (as of Oct 3) and has scored 20 points or under in every meet 
so far. The men's team is 4-1, the loss was a close 3 point decision to U Conn. 
Freshman, Leslie Walls is awesome! She's only 8 seconds off the home course record 
and has the best UMO time ever.
St. Joseph’s College
Thanx,
Glendon Rand
Brian Gillespie's St. Joe's Monks did extremely well at the recent National Catholic College Championships. 11th 
place, Rick Garcia led St. Joe's to an eighth place finish overall and a second place finish in the college division. 
St. Joe's was the second smallest of the twenty-three schools competing. Only St. Thomas of St. Paul, Minn, bested 
the monks. They are the odds on favorites at the Division III championships later this fall. St. Joe's shouldn't 
be too far behind St. Thomas and Brandeis this year. Jeff Crocker finished 39th, Stu Hogan 48 and George Bockus 49th. 
Brian White (64th), Brian Flanders (77th) and Andy Kimball (127th) also competed among the 150 finishers.
U of M Augusta The University of Maine at Augusta is in it's second year of cross-country running. We have one of the finest courses in the state and plan on hosting this year’s High School finals
I would like to encourage any high school senior XC runner to 
attend U.M.A. next fall. We have a 9 member team, with room for many more. The team is new, our uniforms, and all 
our equipment is new. Our schedule is challenging and will increase next year. Come and run with us! If any runner 
wants more information or an application to U.M.A. write or call University of Maine at Augusta, C/0 Steve Swindells, 
X-C coach, Athletic Office, University of Maine, Augusta, ME 04330.
The Maine Association of the Athletics Congress
There are now 1,541 T.A.C. members in the state of Maine! The program is running
very well under new officers:
President - Ronald Kelly (Scarborough)
Vice President - Roland Trottier (Lisbon Falls)
Secretary - Frank Glynn (Augusta)
Treasurer - Carol Trottier (Lisbon Falls)
Athlete's Representative - George Towle (Portland)
Committee Chairmen appointed by the President were as follows:
Men's & Women's Track and Field - Steve Ross (Scarborough)
Youth Athletics - Frank Glynn (Augusta)
Men's & Women's Long Distance Running & Road Racing - Greg Nelson (Farmingdale) 
Men's & Women's Race Walking - Larry Pelletier (Orono)
Registration Chairman - John Sinclair (Lewiston)
Officials - Raymond Cook (Kenduskeag)
Master's Long Distance Running - Peter Slobogin (Rockport)
Course Certification Chairman - Greg Nelson
The Maine Road Ramblers sponsored a women's 10k qualifying race for Maine TAC's representative to compete in the Freihofer 
Syracuse Run in New York. Ann Blumer of Orono is Maine's^Representative.
Birth Certificates will be required at the State X-C Meet at Readfield on Saturday, November 10th.
When I was out in Nebraska, I had a chance to talk to Ken Young of the National Running Data Center and he told me that 
the going rate for having your race certified was $5 a mile. Greg Nelson has expressed an interest in certifying courses 
for race directors throughout the state. I think it's a tremendous deal and any one who has gone through the biking and 
paperwork to certify a course, I'm sure, would agree with me. Contact Greg through the Maine Road Ramblers, P.O. Box 
264, Augusta, Maine 04330
1984 Maine TAC Association Junior Olympic and Open Cross Country Championship Meet
Saturday, November 10, 1984 at Maranacook Community School, Route #17, Readfield, Maine. 
Entry fee $2.00. (Must be TAC member - Register day of meet ($5))
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. Guided tours of course at 10:00 a.m.
Open & Master's Division/Eighteerl and over 5K 11 :00 a.m,
Bantam Division/Girls (Born 1974i and later) 3K 11 :30 a.m,
Bantam Division/Boys 3K 11 :50 a.m,
Midget Division/Girls (1972 and 1973) 3K 12 :10 p.m,
Midget Division/Boys 3K 12 :30 p.m.
Youth Division/Girls (1970 and 1971) 4K 12 :50 p.m,
Youth Division/Boys 4K 1: 20 p.m.
Intermediate/Girls (1968 and 1969) 5K 1: 50 p.m.
Intermediate/Boys 5K 2: 20 p.m.
Young Men (1966 and 1967) 5K 2: 50 p.m.
Young Women 5K 3: 20 p.m.
The top twenty (20) finishers and the top three (3) teams in each age division will qualify to advance to the Region #1 
qualifying meet which will be held at Lakeville, MA on Sunday, November 18th. Transportation and housing will be arranged 
for those wishing to make the trip.
The 1984 National Junior Olympic Championships will be held on Saturday, December 8th in St. Louis, Missouri.
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIERS MUST FILE THEIR ENTRY FORMS FOR THE NATIONALS ON THE DAY OF THE REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS. 
IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE THIS PROCEDURE, THE FIRST TWENTY FINISHERS AT MARANACOOK MUST PICK UP THEIR NATIONAL ENTRY FORMS 
BEFORE LEAVING. THIS WILL MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR ATHLETES INTENDING TO COMPETE IN THE NATIONALS TO HAVE COMPLETED ENTRY 
FORMS ON HAND AT THEIR REGIONALS - INCLUDING SUCH DOCUMENTATION AS TAC REGISTRATION NUMBER, COPY OF BIRTH CERTIFICATE, 
CERTIFIED BAPTISMAL RECORD, DRIVER'S LICENSE, PASSPORT OR U.S. MILITARY IDENTIFICATION AND THE NATIONALS ENTRY FEE OF 
$5.00.
For further information contact: Ron Kelly, 105 Maple Ave., Scarborough, ME 04074 883-2747 after 9 p.m. or Frank
Glynn, 14 Gray Birch Drive, Apt E-5, Augusta, ME 04330 622-9101
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'THE PACK
149. Megan Noyes . 31:53*
150. Jerry Grondin 32:42
151. Maggie Grondin 36:46*
152. Jerry Grondin 36:47
153. Sherm Lahaie 37:07
154. Chris Cordow 37:44
Results courtesy of Bob Provost
Race Director
*******************
WORLD'S LARGEST 10K RUN/WALK
Waterville Sep 1
1.
.2.
Peter Churney
Gino Valeriani
32:32.2
35:39.9
7TH ANNUAL HILLS BEACH LOBSTER CRAWL 73. Scot Martel 2Q;16 3. Robert Everett 35:53.9
Hills Beach 3 Mile Aug 26th 74. Bob Dimick 20:18 4. Brian Hurst 36:19.1
75. Dave Boothby 20:23 5. Dean Rasmussen 37:21.1
76. Chris Lathrup 20:39 6. William Yates 38:59.4
1. Rick Garcia 14:24 77. Steve Towle 20:40 7. Jeffrey Thurlow 39:36.2
2. Stu Hogan 14:50 78. Pat O'Quinn 20:41 8. Kondua Chahila 40:11.5
3. Ken Letourneau 15:04 79. Raphael DePrez 20:42 9. Bill Seekins 40:38.7
4. Pete Dube 15:14 80. Ron Lagueax 20:49 10. Patrick Bouchard 41:31.9
5. Pete Grant 15:19 81. Jack Galbraith 21:06 11. Shawn Simpson 41:46.6
6. Rick Fritz 15:26 82. Russ Bradley 21:20 12. Brian St. Louis 41:47.4
7. Tom Larose 15:41 83. Derek Lahaie 21:24 13. James Moore, Jr. 45:55.6
8. Spider Noyes 15:44 84. Greg Thompson 21:33 14. Richard Cummings 46:28.3
9. Doug Kay 15:56 85. Mark Clinch 21:44 15. Tim Ames 51:56.7
10. Dave Loranger 15:59 86. Dick Doolittle 21:46 16. Claude Brissette 55:37.3
11. Kevin Kein 16:09 87. Kristen Folsom 21:58* 17. Deidra Murphy 56:34.6*
12. Rick L'Hereux 16:12 88. Bob Couture 22:00 18. Mark Marquis 63:22.1
13. Dave Libby 16:18 89. Yvonne Jurkowski 22:04*
14. Patrick Dimick 16:22 90. Dick Cate 22:14 Results courtesy of Don Back
15. Mike Towle 16:24 91. Carol Wells 22:18* Race Director
16. Tom Harrington 16:36 92. Andy Leblund 22:21
17. Bob Hartley 16:36 93. Joan Lavin 22:29* * « ********** *******
18. Bob Laflamme 16:41 94. Ray Arsenault 22:37
19. Pete Flaherty 16:48 95. Donna Peck 22:41* U.M,.0. CROSS COUNTRY at UCONN
20. Wayne Fuller 16:49 96. Squeakie Plourde 22:45* Stoors 4.78 miles Sep 8th
21. Ben Crehore 17:01 97. 22:45*
22. Don Wilson 17:08 98. Leah Conley 22:46*
23. Greg Thayer 17:13 99. Jen Molley 22:46* 1. M. Gagne 23:39.36
24. Dan Daigle 17:16 100. Norm Nunan 23:14 2. Glendon Rand UMO 24:21.69
25. Rich Wells 17:19 101. Suzanne Sherman 23:16* 3. A. Burleigh 24:39.85
26. Dave Fritz 17:32 102. Ev Smith 23:22* 4. T. Cartelli 24:50.73
27. Barry Sargent 17:36 103. Kerry Conley 23:29 5. C. Morris UMO 24:57.74
28. Ron Gerrais 17:47 104. Elaine Sargent 23:30* 6. B. Warren UMO 24:58.49
29. Chad Erskine 17:50 105. Tom Wilson 23:31 7. P. Birkmeyer 24:59.76
30. Diane Fournier 17:56* 106. Alex Yurtbil 23:32 8. Steve Dunlap UMO 25:01.20
31. Kevin Salamone 18:00 107. Pat Flaherty ,23:32 9. J. Rumraler UMO 25:21.46
32. Rick Strout 18:09 108. Mike Lanigra 23:32 10. Dan Dearing UMO 25:25.83
33. Wanda Haney 18:22* 109. Joyce Cate 23:45* 11. M. Dunlap UMO 25:30.66
34. Ken Fickett 18:23 110. Bob Perkins 23:46 12. D. Maxim UMO 25:36.15
35. Dick Campbell 18:25 111. Joan Lavib 23:56* 13. Gary Dawson UMO 25:37.80
36. Bob LaNigra 18:27 112. Norm Nunan, Jr. 23:58 14. A. Anderson 25:46.26
37. Bob Tanski 18:28 113. Steve Tardif 24:00 15. M. England 25:52.24
38. Jim Bride 18:34 114. Mike O'Sullivan 24:02 16. S. King 26:17.50
39. Anita Teschek 18:38* 115. Gary Duranceau 24:08 17. G. Cain 26:31.07
40. Bob Tescheck 18:38 116. Christie L'Heureax 24:11* 18. M. Leighton UMO 26:39.25
41. Dave Warner 18:40 117. Jan Jurkowski 24:29* 19. R. Goodenough UMO 26:49.74
42. John Folsom 18:56 118. Betsy McCarthy 24:31* 20. J. Sargis 27:01.62
43. Andy McCourt 18:58 119. Laurie Leavis 24:35* 21. J. Bell 27:07.78
44. Mike Flaherty 18:59 120. Lisa Breault 24:40* 22. C. Sutton 27:08.79
45. Dan Roberge 19:02 121. Dan Plumpton 25:00 23. M. Inman 27:13.63
46. Larry White 19:06 122. John Surran 25:06 24. S. Vito 27:22.96
47. Jeff Bell 19:07 123. Frank Days 25:08 25. M. Mitchell 27:26.20
48. Tom Dougherty 19:11 124. Danielle Lalaie 25:10* 26. T. Lynch 27:28.82
49. John Murchie 19:13 125. Carlene Anderson 25:15* 27. S. LeNarn 27:38.76
50. C.J. Carlsson 19:15 126. Debby Charles 25:27* 28. T. Lyons 28:01.07
51. Dave Breault 19:18 127. Peggy Wilson 25:30* 29. M. Fusaro 28:36.54
52. Mike Lacroix 19:20 128. Don Dougherty 25:33 30. J. Palmer 29:10.03
53. Mark Lefebure 19:20 129. Pam Reynolds 25:50* 31. D. Sakowski 30:30.21
54. Amos Wright 19:21 130. Kathy Dunn 25:50* Maine 27 U Conn 30
55. Margot Sevigny 19:23* 131. Tarene Rogers 26:21* * * ********** ********
56. Lee Descoteaux 19:25 132. Frank Long 26:23
57. Rick Blanchard 19:31 133. Paul Rodgers 26:25 U.M.,0. CROSS COUNTRY at U CONN
58. Katti Towle 19:32* 134. Tony Crawford 26:32 Storrs 3.2 Miles Sep 8th
59. Ralph Towle 19:33 135. Sharon Plumpton 26:33*
60. Tom Conley 19:34 136. Kathy Harden 26:37*
61. John Alden 19:56 137. Jim Dunn 26:49 1. A. England UMO 19:00.44
62. John Smith 19:57 138. Stacey Weeks 27:08* 2. Leslie Walls UMO 19:00.71
63. Corinna Fritz 19:58* 139. Julianne Weeks 27:12* 3. Rose Prest UMO 19:09.91
64. Lee Anderson 19:59 140. Jeremy Pulsifer 27:15 4. D. Wood UMO 19:17.45
65. Guy Laflamme 20:04 141. Brian Walsh 27:53 5. K. Hawkes 19:30.22
66. Pat Howe 20:05 142. Carolyn Larrabee 28:17* 6. A. Mondi 19:41.63
67. Liz Jurkowski 20:06* 143. Pat Murchie 28:18* 7. T. Goettel 19:54.37
68. Tom Smith 20:10 144. Jeff Surran 28:22 8. H. Tiewelling UMO 19:58.60
69. Matt Clifford 20:11 145. Tim Lambert 28:28 9. H. Dawe UMO 20:01.01
70. Tom Vail 20:11 146. Adam Duranceau 28:38 10. A. Fredericks 20:03.55
71. Sam Rupprecht 20:13 147. Ben Johnson 30:46 11. K. Darcey UMO 20:27.94
72. Dave Hanson 20:14 148. Jon Jon Surran 30:48 12. L. Strzepek 20:38.23
13. D,. Wolmer 20:42.39 39. I. Ebstrom Colby 22:52 76. Dennis Ratner 50:35
14. K.. Motyka 20:42.73 40. L. Anderson Colby 22:53 77. Rene Laliberty 52:23
15. G,. Smith UMO 20:52.36 41. R. Schever Colby 23:01 78. Steve Wolman 52:38
16. R.. Mentzinger 21:00.90 42. D. Jepson USM 23:16 79. Peter Hessert 53:42
17. C.. Mitchell 21:04.77 43. E. Crowley Bow 23:19 80. Susan Newkirk-Sanborn 54:24*
18. P., Cuff 21:31.22 44. T. Dooley Bow 23:21 81. Arthur Granholm 54:49
19. T., Lewis UMO 21:33.78 45. L. Zinner Bow 23:22 82. Dan Carnann 55:41
20. F.. Falkowski 21:39.77 46. T. Nester Bow 23:24 83. Del Drovin 52 56:53*
21. T., Perkins UMO 21:44.74 47. W. Kelting Colby 24:26 84. Tom Stevens 60:42
22. D., Barrett 22:00.22 48. L. Schreck Colby 24:33 85. Sara Van Kevren 60:42*
23. L. Kohler 22:18.23 49. C. Ardito Colby 24:48 86. Jim Bickford 68:08
24. J. Muller 24:32.92
UMO 15 Bow 47 Colby 69 USM Results courtesy of Gene Roy
Maine 18 U Conn 40 * * *********** ****** Race Director
* * * 4r********** ******
ROLAND DYER - SENTINEL 10K * * ********* **** ****
U.M .0. vs. BOWDOIN Winslow Sep 16th
Orono 5.6 Miles Sep 15th — DYER-SENTINEL FUN RUN 2 MILER
1. Peter Lessard 32:28
1. R. Morris UMO 29.12 2. Floyd Wilson 33:32 1. Chip Littlefield 11:16
2. Dan Deering UMO 29:18 3. Alton Stevens 33:39 2. John Veilleux 11:48
3. B. Warren UMO 29:18 4. William Hill 33:34 3. David Morrison 12:41
4. Ken Letourneau UMO 29:32 5. Tim Rollings 34:10 4. Marc Bishop 13:00
5. C. Bradich Bow 29:35 6. Mike Gordon 34:13 5. Corey Lessard 13:14
6. Gary Dawson UMO 29:39 7. Sean Nicholson 34:38 6. Joey Caron 13:15
7. J. Rummler UMO 29:43 8. Greg Parlin 34:54 7. Chris Brown 14:13
8. Steve Dunlap UMO 29:46 9. Clinton Foxwell 35:05 8. Mark Shea 14:34
9. R. Goodenough UMO 30:21 10. Stan Smith 35:51 9. Damon Peters 14:44
10. M. Leighton UMO 30:25 11. Fred Judkins 40 35:53 10. Joanna Dali 14:45*
11. D. Maxim UMO 30:25 12. Jerry Allanach 36:19 11. Angie Gallant 14:50*
12. M. Simensky UMO 30.51 13. Bryant Bourgoin 36:21 12. Allison Dali 15:14*
13. M. Farnsworth UMO 31:14 14. Fred Karter 36:31 13. Nathan Towne 15:55
14. T. Harrington UMO 31:23 15. Mike Simoneau 36:45 14. Tim Simoneau 16:00
15. S. Palmer Bow 31:44 16. Haggle Pratt 36:49 15. Robert Doyon 16:05
16. E. Schoening Bow 31:46 17. Bob Wranosky 37:19 16. Matt Gauthier 16:30
17. A. Iverson Bow 31:55 18. Oscar Feichtinger 50 38:14 17. Jeannie Pernice 18:31*
18. T. Devaney Bow 32:23 19. Mike Beochler 38:42 18. Nancy Roberge 18:34*
19. B. Hansen UMO 32:27 20. Bob Croswell 38:53 19. Reginald Doyon 19:31
20. J. Mullane Bow 32:40 21. Jim Mitton 39:05 20. Hussan Saada 19:31
21. L. Sitcawich Bow 32:53 22. Richard Morrison 39:05
22. S. Palmer Bow 33:02 23. John Belanger 39:07 * * ** ******* ********
23. A. Wall Bow 33:05 24. Paul Pelletier 39:13
24. M. Harrie Bow 33:12 25. Todd Guite 39:16 2ND ANNUAL BENEFIT CARDIAC RUN
25. M. Tuson UMO 33:46 26. Mike Bard 39:22 Bangor Sep 16th
26. D. Bonauto Bow 34:11 27. Jon Thibeault 39:46
27. E. Naranjo Bow 34:37 28. Don Back 40:06
28. M. Berry UMO 37:38 29. Dennis Hayes 40:36 1. Lee Stover 16:41
30. Tom Maguire 40:42 2. Brent Leighton 17:22
Maine 16 Bowdoin 47 31. Paul Dali 40:57 3. James Dean 18:02
* * * * ********** * * * * 32. Hillton Drake 41:04 4. Don Ardine 18:03
33. Steve Pinkham 41:06 5. Bill Bartlett 18:45
U.M. O. 'vs. BOWDOIN X-COUNTRY 34. Greg Bisson 41:22 6. Pat Turner 19:04
Brunswick Sep 15th 35. Travis Wood 41:58 7. Eric Taylor 19:15
36. Jamie Moore 42:03 8. Ken Sivik 19:20
37. Carl Allen 42:10 9. Cliff Hatfield 19:21
1. A. England UMO 17:56 38. Bruce Clark* 42:31 10. Jeff Hecker 19:42
Leslie Walls UMO 17:56 39. Bryce Young 43:18 11. Ron Adams 19:50
3. R. Prest UMO 18:08 40. Dean Smith 43:19 12. John Dionne 19:58
4. D. Wood UMO 18:26 41. Rex Nelson 43:33 13. Craig Boyd 20:00
5. H. Dawe UMO 18:44 42. Bob Lutz 43:35 14. James Cox 20:11
6. K. Bennett USM 18:51 43. Bob Nicholson 43:40 15. Ron Russell 20:15
7. J. Guild Colby 18:52 44. Paul Irgang 43:48 16. Mike Turner 20:22
8. Beth Heslam UMO 19:06 45. Claudia Takacs 43:49* 17. Tom Blumer 20:26
9. S. Goss Bow 19:11 46. Dale Peabody 43:50 18. Jim Van Uden 20:30
10. T. Lewis UMO 19:15 47. Donna Jean Pohlman 43:56* 19. Nicole Martin 20:35*
111. B. Mahmhen UMO 19:22 48. Dave Christie 44:00 20. John Williams 20:39
12. K. Tracy UMO 19:26 49. Robt Weeden 44:15 21. Alex Maxwell 20:43
13. K. Darcey UMO 19:40 50. Mark Prince 44:15 22. Tom Mulvey 20:46
14. G. Smith UMO 19:42 51. Cliff Hannon 45:16 23. John Dickhaut 21:09
15. A. Kannengieser Bow 19:46 52. Lucien Lessard 45:17 24. Barbara Beal 21:10*
16. S. Redfield Colby 19:46 53. Dennis Dacus 45:18 25. Jerry Bates 21:19
17. M. Small Bow 19:48 54. Roy Caron 45:35 26. Al Gallant 21:28
18. M. Meehan UMO 19:56 55. Jerri Bushey 40 46:02* 27. Newell Lewey 21:50
19. J. Forest UMO 20:00 56. Phil Smith 46:08 28. Gary Hughes 21:52
20. C. Mainville Bow 20:12 57. Allison VarKevren 46:41 29. Max Hammer 22:05
21. H. Flewelling UMO 20:13 58. John Towne 46:56 30. Bruce Sorkin 22:56
22. D. Lindberg Colby 20:20 59. Gary Fitzpatrick 46:58 31. Bill Libby 23:14
23. H. Bernett USM 20:27 60. Allison Towne 47:03* 32. Dennis Shibles 23:52
24. L. Roberts Colby 20:34 61. Kathy Drummond 47:41* 33. Jeff Dalrymple 24:01
25. T. Perkins UMO 20:35 62. Dennis DaRos 47:52 34. John Krause 24:12
26. L. Boyd Colby 20:44 63. Mike Connolly 48:07 35. Frank D'Amelio 24:36
27. K. Giblin Colby 20:50 64. Jerry Lemieux 48:18 36. Ron Cushman 24:41
28. J. Mosse Bow 20:51 65. John Brier 48:27 37. Jane Boddy 25:05
29. J. Naylon UMO 21:16 66. Tim Ames 48:31 38. Robert Gardner 25:15
30. L. Lambert Bow 21:36 67. Barbara Mauthe 48:32* 39. Bob Blackwood 26:14
31. T. Hamilton Bow 21:43 68. Connie Towne 48:34* 40/ Chip Clark 26:57
32. D. Anenay Colby 21:56 69. Caroline Lawry 49:15 41. Cliff Small 27:05
33. C. Bevon Bow 21:59 70. Tim Mayo 49:29 42. Richard Small 27:06
34. M. Miller Bow 22:05 71. Jim Garland 49:30 43. Nat Clark 27:06
35. J. Wilson Colby 22:07 72. Jerry St. Amand 49:54 44. Mike O'Brien 27:08
36. G. Prigge Colby 22:16 73. Brian Wadleigh 50:07 45. Richard Ryckman 27:50
37. R. Graham Colby 22:16 74. Peter Spooner 50:10 46. Craig Dean 28:01
38. F. Gray USM 22:50 75. Richard Sabol 50:15 47. Bob Allen 28:09
48. Norman Kominsky 28:26
49. Susan Kominsky 28:30*
50. David Adelman 28:31
51. Julie Bady 28:56*
52. Jim Winslow 29:22
53. Louie Pare 30:48
54. David Small 31:46
55. Wendy Rudnicki 32:17*
56. Andrea Winslow 32:39*
57. Jewell Gaynor 32:49
58. Randy Whitten 32:50
59. Debbie Johnson 32:50*
60. Ryan Curran 33:48
61. Pete Curran 33:48
62. Theresa Sprague 35:28*
63. Pat Miller 35:43
64. Dick Patten 35:49
65. Stephanie Clark 35:51*
66. Cindy Levesque 36:14*
67. Paul Miller 36:48
68. Shari Nye 37:42*
69. David Nye 37:43
70. Katie Clark 38:13*
71. Gayle Perry 38:26*
72. Mike Hosmer 38:51
73. Bruce Nye 38:52
74. Jan Pilotte 40:58*
75. Albert Brown 40:58
76. Adria Huges 41:10*
77. David O'Laskv 43:04
78. Claudette Kydd 43:05*
79. Jean Olasky 44:52*
80. Joan Jordan 46:01*
81. Slip Corey 46:01
82. Cindi Whited 46:02*
83. Jim Huges 47:30
84. Joe Vafiades 47:32
85. Donna Hatch 47:48*
86. Sandra Campbell 47:53*
87. Jim Rapaport 49:33
88. Barb Nichols 49:33*
89. Nancy Pare 49:35*
90. Leory Nelson 49:46
91. Terri Maranci 49:46*
92. Pauline Carlisle 53:43*
93. Frank Hopkins 54:00
94. Norm Carlisle 54:52
95. Jack Kelsey 55:33
96. Irving Paul 55:55
97. Stanley Ward 64:16
98. Arlene Robinson 64:18*
99. Sue and Sara Jacobs 64:20*
100. Delta Patten 65:45*
101. Susan Paul 65:47*
102. Lance Lewey 71:37
Results courtesy of Elana Clark
Race Director
*******************
U.M.O. CROSS COUNTRY vs NEW BRUNSWICK 
Orono Sep 22nd
1. Tim Boyle UNB 28:28
2. Glen Rand UMO 29:03
3. Chuck Morris UMO 29:13
4. Brian Warr-n UMO 29:29
5. Mike Leighton UMO
Steve Dunlap UMO
29:40
29:40
7. Gary Dawson UMO 29:47
8. Dan Deering UMO 29:54
9. MacMackin UNB 29:59
10. Dunlap UMO 30:02
11. Goodenough UMO 30:14
12. Pinsent UNB 30:44
13. Farnsworth UMO
Simensky UMO
31:09
31:09
15. Harrington UMO 31:25
16. MacDonald UNB 31:33
17. Hansen UMO 31:37
18. Bard UNB 31:43
19. Brill UNB 31:58
20. McFarlane UNB 32:21
21. Cuddy UMO 33:04
22. Tuson UMO
Riddle UMO
34:44
34:44
* ★ *********** *****
U.M.O. vs NEW BRUNSWICK XC
Orono 3.78 Miles Sep 22nd
1. MacDonald UNB 21:14
2. Leslie Walls UMO 21:29
3. Prest UMO 21:42
4. England UMO 21:58
5. Dawe UMO 22:38
6. Heslem UMO 22:55
7. Damon UNB 23:06
8. Lewis UMO 23:12
9. Mahnken UMO 23:39
10. Flewelling’ UMO 23:42
11. Richardson UNB 23:43
12. Darcey UMO 24:04
13. Sutherland UNB 24:40
14. Poole UNB 24:48
15. Perkins UMO 24:56
16. Naylon UMO 25:09
17. Spear UNB 26:06
UMO 20 New Brunswick 41
* * * * * * ******* A * * * *
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE INVITATIONAL 
Windham Sep 22nd
1. Rick Garcia St. Joe 21:57
2. Stu Hogan " 22:52
3. Jeff Crocker " 23:03
4. George Bockus " 23:07
5. Martin UMB 23:14
6. Brian Flanders St. Joe''s 23:18
7. Brian White " 23:20
. 8. Kimball 23:30
9. Hallee 24:09
10. Serrini UMB 24:13
11. Noonan UMB 24:31
12. Maguire St. Joe 24:34
13. Leonee UMB 25:04
14. Colley St. Joe 25:10
15. Poulin UMB 25:13
16. Peanuleau MMA 25:17
17. Hutchinson UMPI 25:20
18. Bucceri St. Joe 25:28
19. Lynch UMB 25:41
20. Leonard MMA 26:15
21. Wranosky MMA 26:21
22. Tompkins UMPI 26:22
23. Bongiurno UMB 26:24
24. Wadleigh MMA 26:47
25. Jeffrey St. Joe , 27:00
26. McLean 27:01
27. McCarthy MMA 27:21
28. Delire MMA 27:28
29. Saia MMA 27:48
30. Wilcox UMPI 28:05
31. Gildant MMA 28:13
32. Perkins MMA 29:06
33. Anderson MMA 29:06
34. Long MMA 29:08
35. Bechard UMPI 29:34
36. Griffin UMPI 29:47
37. Eldrige UMPI 29:49
St. Joseph's 16
U-Mass Boston 54
MMA 87
UMPI 106
Garcia's 21:57 broke Hogan's record 
of 22:53 with splits of 4:33, 9:31, 
14:29 and 19:33. QUICK!
Results courtesy of Brian Gillespie 
St. Joe's X-C Coach
******************
NATIONAL CATHOLIC COLLEGE CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Notre Dame Sep 27th
1. K. Hanson Marquette 23:44.3
6. Wareham, P. St. Thomas 24:16.2
11. Rick Garcia St. Joe’s 24:28.7
39. Jeff Crocker " 25:31.3
48. Stu Hogan " 25:45.1
49. George Bockus " 25:46.3
64. Brian White " 26:06.3
77. Brian Flanders " 26:26.9
127,. Andy Kimball " 28:23.6
150 runners competed. See more at
St. Joseph's Cross-Country.
* * ************* * * * * i
2ND ANNUAL SMITTY'S GYM 3.1 MILER
Machias FOR CYSTIC FIBROSIS Sep 29
1. Ric Thompson Va. Bch 15:42
2. Bruce Bridgham 15:55
3. Mike Francis 16:45
4. Mike Worcester 16:58
5. Rick Lamoureux 17:14
6. Bion McFadden 44 17:24
7. Dave Alley 17:41
8. Deke Talbot 17:51
9. Billy Pinkham 42 18:12
10. Steve Ziegler 18:54
11. Joe Ippolito 18:56
12. Joel Fellows 19:08
13. Terry Cousins 40 19:17
14. Herbert Hughes 19:17.9
15. Tom McKinney 19:18
16. Les Gardner 19:24
17. Matt Hall 19:25
18. Sean Hatt 19:38
19. Phil Farren 19:49
20. Courtney Hammond 19:58
21. Jeremy Lisee 19:58.4
22. David Dowley 20:10
23. Aulden Foss 20:13
24. Paul Berg 20:14
25. Scott Thistlewood 20:21
26. Pat Ashley 20:22
27. Darren Hammond 20:23
28. Braden Alley 20:28
29. Carl Aselton 20:30
30. Duke Leighton 20:31
31. Mark Roberts 20:32
32. Chuck Murphy 20:46
33. Red Richardson 20:49
34. Lyle Johnson 20:52
35. Darren Pritchard 20:53
36. Mike Toronto 20:54
37. Dale Pritchard 42 20:58
38. Sam Auerbach 50 21:02
39. Donnie O'Brien 50 21:05
40. Ricky Dupont 21:19
41. Mike Henderson 21:23
42. Bobbie Bouchard 21:23.6
43. John Peterson 21:40
44. Dave Clifford 22:00
45. Mike Cassella 22:06
46. Teddie Moreau 22:08
47. Mike Christianson 22:15
48. Linda Bedard 41 22:18*
49. Leo Look 22:25
50. Kurt Ludwig 22:31
51. Steve Vose 22:39
52. Bob Murphy 22:51
53. Anthony Romano 23:01
54. Jean Noel Ragot 23:03
55. Arthur McCurdy 23:05
56. Patty Bassett 23:10*
57. Kevin Alley 23:12
58. Troy Carver 24:10
59. Paula Waterman 24:29*
60. Tommie Bouchard 24:37
61. Marshall Leavitt 24:38
62. John Bridgwood 24:40
63. Mary Jane Ackley 24:41*
64. Petie Hall 24:52
65. Terry Rowden 25:01*
66. Carl Henderson 42 25:03
67. Courtney Marshall 25:04
68. Roy Linton 25:10
69. Frankie Bousquet 25:12
70. Marie Burke 25:13*
71. Butch Hall 25:17 U.M..0. vs VERMONT CROSS COUNTRY 62. Dennis DaRos 46:31
72. Dawn Lamoureux 25:26* Orono 3.78 Miles Sep 29th 63. Leslie Worthley 46:57*
73. Ann McCann 26:00* — — 64. Warren Shea 47:12
74. Dyann Putnam 43 26:06* 65. Julie Shemeta 47 :19*
75. Veronica Simonds 26:10* 1. Leslie Walls UMO 21:18 66. Robert Bowman 47:33
76. Nicole Caricofe 26:14* 2. C. Leon UVM 21:47 67. Jerry Saint Amand 47:40*
77. Paul Huntley 26:16 3. R. Prest UMO 21:50 68. G.S. Fries 48:00
78. Patty Ward 26:28* 4. A. England UMO 22:37 69. Pat Kennedy 48:09*
79. Susan Boutin 26:45* 5. B. Heslam UMO 22:37 70. Karen Tillberg 48:11*
80. Nancy Manchester 26:49* 6. H. Dawe UMO 22:45 71. Don Atkinson, Jr. 48:12
81. Linda Hurley 26:50* 7. D. Wood UMO 22:52 72. Randall French 48:14
82. Steve Apsega 26:57 8. T. Lewis UMO 22:58 73. James Garland 48:28
83. Billy Brown 27:01 9. J. AuClair UVM 23:02 74. Bill Clardy 48:49
84. John Crocker 27:27 10. L. Briggs uvm 23:07 75. Tim Ames 48:49
85. Joel Reynolds 27:28 11. K. Tracy UMO 23:09 76. Frank D'Amelio 48:54
86. Julie LaPointe 28:05* 12. J. Silva UVM 23:10 77. Ron LaFratte 49:10
87. Jamie Wood 28:05.4 13. G. Smith UMO 23:12 78. Richard Sabol 49:56
88. David Engels 28:19 14. A. Edwards UVM 23:16 79. Paula Minnehan 50:20*
89. Tonya Sprowl 28:26* 15. S. Spencer UVM 23:27 80. Judy Doore 50:24*
90. Missy Look 28:38* 16. H. Flewelling UMO 23:42 81. Forest Carey 50:39
91. Sara Ippolito 26:57* 17. B. Mahnken UMO 24:52 82. Sue Kolakowski 50:46*
92. Elaine Womble 44 29:31* 18. K. Darcey UMO 25:23 83. Jeanne Shay 51:25*
93. Pauline Wood 31:21* 19. T. Perkins UMO 25:02 84. Robert Colburn 51:37
94. Pam Wood 31:46* 20. J. Naylon UMO 25:36 85. Mike Spiotta 52:26
95. Mitch Moore 31:46.9 86. Robert J. LaPorte 53:05
96. Barbara Flynn 32:47* UMO 19 UVM 37 87. Carey Clement 53:12
97. Arthur Goodridge 54 34:37 * * ********** ****** 88. Arthur Granholm 54:49
98. Linda Mahoney 37:11* 89. Mark Eastman 55:23
99. Cathy Murphy 37:22* OLD MILL PUB 10K 90. David Knapp 62:32
100. Eleanor Goodridge 55 38:14* Skowhegan Sep 29 91. John S. McKees (on crutches)
101. Able Larson 38:21 —--------------------------— 85:08
102. Jeff Jordan 38:33
103. Peter Marshall 38:34 1. Hank Chipman 33:10 * 4r*************<r * * *
104. Rhonda Guptill 38:39* 2. Steve Malloy 33:49
105. Arthur Wheaton 68 40:10 3. Bill Hill 34:25 KATAHDIN REGION YMCA ROAD RACE
106. Bethany Sprague 40:17* 4. Dan Pennock 34:39 E. Millinocket 5K
107. Jane Hooper 41:11* 5. Lee Stover 34:51 —
108. Pat Weiss 42:13 6. Clint Loxwell 34:58
109. Charlotte White 41 42:18* 7. Frank Brume 35000 1. Steve Gross 16:38
110. Charlene Davis 42:32* 8. Mike Gordon 35:00 2. Pat Boss 17:03
111. Belinda Rowden 42:33* 9. Mike Doore 36:10 3. Rick Hale 17:21
112. Jackie Moreau 49 42:49* 10. Dean Rasmussen 36:18 4. Mark Crasse 17 :36
113. Beckie Rowden 43:30* 11. Haggie Pratt 36:20 5. David Gelinas 18:14
114. Genie Hall 43:37* 12. Mike Bard 36:42 6. Bruce Blackstone 18:40
115. Roberta Leavitt 43:38* 13. Robert Wranoski 36:53 7. Maurice Daigle 18:46
116. Sue Dorr 43:39* 14. Geof Hill 36:55 8. Barry Dickinson 18:56
117. Jeanette Stuart 60 44:10* 15. Bob Clement 37:07 9. Charlie Violette 19:02
118. Jewell Miller 45 44:11 16. Greg Hildreth 37:11 10. Chris Barnes 19:40
119. Gloria Merrill 47:42* 17. Bruce Jardine 37:23 11. Art Fraser 47 19:55
120. Mary Huntley 47:43* 18. Bruce Theriault, Sr 37:55 12. Frank Sutman 20:20
121. Cynthia Rowden 48:53* 19. Loren Ritchie 38:02 13. Dean Shea 44 20:30
122. Cheryl Stuart 49:06* 20. Joe Dahl 38:21 14., John Boynton III 20:33
Lance Stuart 49:06 21. Brian Kelly 38:23 15. David Doore 20:40
124. Bob Booker 49:20 22. Delinda Smith
'.38:29*
16. Rick Darveau 21:06
Ethan Booker 49:20 23. Joe Belanger 39:07 17. Robbie Deveau 21:44
Brooke Daley 49:20* 24. Bruce Lenlason 39:12 18. Tom Tetu 21:50
Tanya Booker 49:20* 25. Justin Poland 39:15 19. Stacey Holway 22:06*
128. Linda Albee 50:07* 26. Byron Cook ‘. 39:16 20, Janice Nicholson 22:16*
129. Jared Worcester 51:51 27. Wade Ribbey 39:43 21,, Tracey Johnston 22:30
Sharon Worcester 51:518 28. Peter Smith 39:48 22. Dan Pasanen 22:31
131. Andy Sprague 52:40 29. Ken Ellingwood 40:01 23, Carl Stanley, Jr. 22:51
132. Julia Sprague 48 52:43 30. Steven Pinkam 40:18 24, Mike Farrington 23:54
Billy Sprague 52 52:43 31. Dave Blair 40:34 25.. Philip Healey 23:35
32. Tim Lawrence 40:39 26, Mike MacDonald 24:05
Results courtesy of Phil Stuart 33. Greg Bisson 41:03 27,. Sandy Sturtevant 24:20*
Race Director 34. Paul Dali 41:14 28,. Wayne Archie 24:34
35. Cyril Eddy 41:27 29, Jerry Conover 24:40
* * ************ * * * ★ 36. Dick Miles 41:36 30,. Marie Michaud 24:49*
37. Rex Nelson 41:55 31 Peter Grant 25:24
U.M.,0. vs VERMONT CROSS COUNTRY 38. William Butler 42:00 32 Kelley Guiggey 25:30*
Orono 5.6 Miles Sep 29 39. Dale Peabody 42:44 33 Michele Witham 25:31*
40. Robert Nicholson 42:51 34 Sandra Toothaker 26:15*
41. Karen Salisbury 43:01* 35 Paul Hubbe 60 27:04
1. Glen Rand UMO 28:42 42. Dave Gugan 43:05 36 Margaret Dunlap 40 29:01*
2. R. Weber UVM 28:47 43. Ed Thompson 43:17 37 . Paul Doucette 31:22
3. Ken Letourneau UMO 28:54 44. Chris McGlocklin 43:33 38 . Angeli Perrow 31:32*
4. S. Piscopo UVM 28:55 45. Bob Lutz 43:35 39 . Bobbi-Jean Madden 31:33*
5. Brian Warren UMO 29:04 46. Blanchard Hupper 43:48 40 John Coon, Jr 33:14
6. B. McGrath UVM 29:15 47. Claudia Takacs 43:52* 41 Nancy Hubbe 57 34:48*
7. M. Marquise UVM 29:33 48. Steve Gallanthie 44:12 42 Jason Coon 41:26
8. M. Leighton UMO 29:35 49. John Coyford 44:58
9. R. Morris UMO 29:47 50. Karen LaCasse 45:03* Results courtesy of Mike Doore
10. Steve Dunlap UMO 29:53 51. Jack McKee 45:15 Race Director
11. J. Rummler UMO 30:04 52. Tim Mayo 45:23
12. Dan Dearing UMO 30:26 53. Alison Van Keurea 45:53* * **************
* * * *
13. A. Wakeman UVM 30:49 54. Jerri Bushey 46:03* •
14. T. Dunn UVM 30:54 55. Dave Pealey 46:08
56. Roger Poulin 46:11 \ r*
UMO 26 UVM 32 57. David Cappella 46:17
1 gj&L
★ ★ ************ * * * * 58. Donnajean Pohlman 46:17*
59. Ron Paquette 46:17
60. Anne Trehu 46:21*
61. Annette Yvon _ 46:25*
7TH ANNUAL GRAY RACE 4 MILER 
Gray Oct 6th
1. John Keller 20:56
2. Phil Stuart 21:14
3. Mike Lally 21:35
4. Rick Lane 21:42
5. Guy Berthiaume 21:43
6. Dick Neal 22:09
7. Joe Bennett 22:31
8. Deke Talbot 23:01
9. Paul Cote 23:13
10. Peter Bastow (M) 23:21
11. Robert Payne (M) 23:30
12. Ed Doughty 23:36
13. Rick Strout (M) 24:10
14. Frank Knight 24:22
15. Scott Spaulding 24:23
16. Tom Carrl 25:16
17. Eric Smith 25:22
18. Patriek Roy 25:36
19. Chris Wales (M) 25:45
20. Bill Pavlisko 26:07
21. David Chase 26:16
22. Fran Brennan (M) 26:18
23. Benjamin Endres 26:25
24. Willow Schwatz 26:27*
25. Tony Carbonneau 27:40
26. Don Penta 27:42
27. Ralph Estes 56 27:53
28. Paul Damboise 54 28:43
29. Josh Brown 29:06
30. Wyllys Terry III (M) 29:23
31. Paul Sinnott 29:38
32. Yvette Knight 29:40*
33. Patricia Rulman 29:51*
34. Darrell Jones (M) 31:34
35. Bob Melaragno (M) 31:38
36. Harry Trask 67 31:46
37. Chris Darling 32:06
338. Chris Monroe 32:22
39. Gary Darling 33:00
40. Ronald Bosse 34:02
41. Nancy Manchester 34:11*
42. Tricia Monroe 35:00*
43. Frank Long 67 35:30
Results courtesy of Michael Lally 
Yankee Running Club
*****************
QUAKER HILL CHALLENGE 10K
Unity College Oct 6th
1. Robert Strout 34:36
2. John Jurczyski 35:10
3. Mike Cook 37:59
4. John Wales 38:09
5. Michael Thompson 38:10
6. Ron Paquette 41:08
7. Robert Gillespie 41:42
8. Mark Schute 42:06
9. Carl Misavage 44:03
10. Skip McKee 44:44
11. Mike Lockette 45:12
12. Jeff Davenport 45:31
13. Alison Van Kueren 45:44*
14. Jim Schaum 45:56
15. Bruce Magoon 45:57
16. Jerry Saint Amand 47:02
17. Giles Vaughn 47:55
18. Louise Dunlap 48:05*
19. Gavin Vaughn 48:27
20. Chris Schaum 48:53
21. Mary Jo Burrows 49:54*
22. Graham Buck 54:24
23. Patricia Schaum 54:53
Results courtesy of Jerry Saint Amand 
Central Maine Striders
******************
To participate 
is to win.
WATERVILLE ELKS DIABETES 10K 
Waterville Oct 7th
1. Sean Nicholson 35:17
2. Fred Karter 38:13
3. Dick MacDonald 38:34
4. John Belanger 39:30
5. David Blair 41:54
6. David Christie 42:54
7. James Moore 43:46
8. Donna Jean Pohlman 45:16*
9. Jerry Saint Amand 49:57
10. Jeanne Pernice 61:19*
11. Del Drouin 61:20
2 Mile Fun Run
1. Todd Guite 11:37
2. Rob Sullivan 12:54
3. Paul Michaud 14:53
4. Danny Michaud 14:55
5. Shaun Michaud 16:01
6. Kevin Couture 16:44
7. Mark Lemieux 17:21
8. Chris Henyan 18:20
9. Scott Paulette 18:46
10. Ericka Poirier 25:09*
11. Cheryl Lemieux 25:10*
12. Patricia Ann Smith 26:57*
Results courtesy of Jerry Saint Amand 
Central Maine Striders
*************** it' * ★ *
T.A.C. CROSS COUNTRY AT PINE RIDGE 
Waterville Oct 7th
Mites 8 and under 3K
1. Andrew Worth 12:58
2. Kyle Genevicz 16:38
3. Brian Nims 17:06
4. Chad Lane 17:07
5. Collin Pears 22:59
1. Bridget Foley 14:19
2. Joyelle Decker 14:38
3. Jennifer Fournier 17:10
4. Jesse Cosgrove 19:14
Bantam 9-10 3K
1. Greg Popp 12:57
2. Brian Lemay 13:03
3. Neal Trottier 13:22
4. Damian Proulx 14:37
5. Todd Donoghue 14:43
6. Brian Bedard 15:02
7. Jay Stevens 15:19
8. Charles Gould 17:36
9. Chris Long 18:21
10. Chad Higgins 18:32
1. Jennifer Reali 13:47
2. Carrie Deraspe 14:20
3. Amy Fortin 14:22
4. Rachel Vachon 14:35
5. Jessica Fulmer 15:18
6. Melanie Genevicz 15:23
7. Carey Darling 15:34
8. Tiffany Roberts 15:48
9. Michelle Adkins 16:20
10. Naomi Stevens 17:08
11. Vicki Tardie 17:13
12. Karen Jolicoeur 17:42
13. Crista Woodward 18:51
14. Dusty Tardie 19:09
15. Angela Adams 19:13
Midget 11-12 3K
1. Isacc Hutchinson 11:17
2. Matt Bown 11:44
3. Aaron Morrison 11:52
4. Jon Winn 12:03
5. Nathan Ferland 12:06
6. Chris Goulet 12:13
7. Corey Genevicz 12:47
8. George Worth 13:14
9. Wesley Nims 14:49
10. Ricky LeClair 17:54
11. Jeff Wrigley 18:20
12. Donald Marquis 22:50
1. Linda Whittier 12:52
2. Amy Shnur 13:07
3. Jenny Popp 13:29
4. Nicole Fraser 13:32
5. Cathy Meehan 13 :42
6. Mary Bragg 14:14
7. Allison Dali 14:15
8. Heather Lane 14:21
9. Julie Labrecque 14:24
10. Jocelyn Bossey 14:27
11. Heidi Haynes 14:58
12. Amy Wright 15:38
13. Sandra Roberts 16:00
14. Vanessa Reichartinger 16:16
15. Wendy Long 16:29
16. Nicole Laliber.ty 18:50
17. Linda Behr 23:06
Youth 13-14 4K
1. Jon Ives 15:33
2. Eric Bulger 15:37
3. Allen Taylor 16:09
4. Tim Jolicoeur 16:33
5. Todd Nicholas 16:38
6. Scott Rolfe 17:15
7. Raymond Edgar 17:56
8. Lucien Gadoury 18:10
9. Edward Cochrane 18:24
10. Mark Shea 18:31
11. Dennis Dulac 18:34
12. Mike Newton 23:20
13. Henry Rowe 26:54
1. Julie Parsons 18:38
2. Elisa Freeling 19:20
3. Ellen Champlin 19:20
4. Leslie Proulx 19:24
5. Kendra Millis 21:00
6. Tina Fortin 27:02
Intermediates 15-16 5K
1. Rick Cote 19:04
2. Jamie Moore 19:26
3. Jeff Moore 19:28
4. Roger Knight 22:58
5. Keith Tardiff 24:25
6. Jim Hamilton 24:25
7. John Bickford 25:41
1. Tina St. Peter 24:52
2. Joanna Dali 25:06
3. Tamica Giroux 27:11
4. Heidi St. Peter 27:56
5. Stacy Begin 30:10
Open 5K
1. David McIntyre 19:13
2. Paul Dali 21:15
Results courtesy of Steve Clark
Meet Director
*******************
PEN BAY TRADE WINDS CLASSIC 
Rockland 10K Oct 7th
1. Peter Millard 31:57
2. Floyd Wilson 33:29
3. B. Peabody 34:48
4. Todd Elwell 35:16
5. Bob Cuthbertson 35:48
6. Steve Peterson 36:05
7. Lee Stover 36:21
8. Doug Anderson 36:31
9. Gary Cochrane (M) 36:48
10. Darrel Coddington 36:52
11. Paul Cole (Wheelchair) 37:05
12. G. Hildreth 37:08
13. Harry Schmitke 37:13
14. Leon Jorge 37:20
15. Fred Merriam 37:24
16. Vern Demmons 37:47
17. Anne Marie Davee 38:04*
18. Bup Predham 38:19
19. B. William 38:34
20. Don Sanborn 38:53
21. Dean Read 38:54
22. Bill Kasabuski 39:06
23. M. Courtney 39:25
24. Martin Schiff 39:37
25. W. Anderson 40:05
26. Steve Hanscom 40:24
27. C. Bowen 40:28
28. Chris Catell 40:54
29. Bill Gayton 40:55
30. Larry Taylor 40:57
31. F. O'Hara 41:19
32. A. Freese 41:37
33. J. Pfleiderer 41:45
34. S. Belmain 41:45
35. John Schwerdel 41:58
36. Todd LeBlanc 42:00
37. David Young 42:10
38. D. Wood 42:33
39. Frank Braun 42:35
40. Walter DeVault 42:35
41. Robert Rheault 43:09
42. R. Picard 43:11
43. D. Gugan 43:34
44. P. McFarland 45:20
45. Joan Merriam 45:42
46. Jim Jenkins 45:58
47. D. Daros 45:59
48. Gordon Blackler 46:05
49. Christa Elwell 46:22
50. Ellen Spring 46:33*
51. Leona Clapper 47:35*
52. Patricia Kennedy 49:00*
53. Betsy Berry 49:26*
54. Jennifer Struk 49:43*
55. S. Patton 49:46
56. Sean Boggs 52:04
57. Erwin Sprague 52:37
58. Peter Brown 52:41
59. Lucy Sprague 55:23*
60. A. Kiermaier 57:19
Results courtesy of Rolande LeBlanc 
Race Director
******************
PORTLAND ROTARY TRIATHLON
Portland Oct 7th
Bike 20 Mile Canoe 6 Mile Run 5 Mile
Class #1 Championship Class
1. Wettlaufer, Varney, Works &
Alsop 2:04:38
2. Nelson, Oliver, McMorrow & Day
2:07:00
3. Merrill, Anderson, Dunlap
& Beagle 2:08:46
4. McDonald, Barber, Hagton &
Leathers 2:27:08
Class #2 4 Man Team
1. Poirier, Poirier, Evlitt &
McPheters 2:15:04
2. Bouget, Coney, Hepburn &
Titwinb 2:19:38
3. Brawn, McKenna, McKenna &
Brawn 2:23:39
Class #3 4 Woman Team
1. Grant, Ewing, Glass & Grant
2:52:43
Class #4 4 Man Masters
1. McFaul, Ramsdell, Turner &
Coughlin 2:21:50
Class #5 Same Employer
1. Ouellette, Derpah, Martel &
Mancine 2:32:53
2. Boysom, Williams, Parkinson &
Sorensen 2:33:42
3. Roop, McLaughlin, Cote, &
Kenneally 3:17:41
Class; #10 Rotary Team
1. McCatherin, Carlisle, Verrill
& Goffin 3:00:50
2. Lowe, Loring, Laurier, &
Kenneally 3:06:19
Class; #11 2 Man Team
1. Fifield-Stanhope 2:18:14
2. Wieland-Keniston 2:21:44
3. Smith-McAllister 2:23:14
4.
5.
Haslam-Gadbois 
Peacock-Rifley
2:32:05
2:53:13
66.
67.
68.
Leona Clapper
Wayne Smith
John Everett
49:33'
49:47
50:18
Class #14 Husband-Wife 69. Norman Fitzpatrick 50:52
1. Lawrason 2:47:04
70. Liz Demetrius 51:21'
71. Ann Wilson 51:25’
Class #15 Ironman 72. Andrea Pelletier 52:30’
73. Ken Blaisdell 53:01
1. Eric McNett 2:13:09 74. Donna Gilbert 53:46
2. Beaudoin 2:36:08
3. Chamberlain 2:39:00 Results courtesy of Ellsworth CofC
4. Estabrook 3:01:34
5. Wood 3:20:38 * * ********** ****** 5
6. Bowers 3:35:44
T.A. C. JUNIOR OLYMPIC X-■COUNTRY
Class #16 Ironwoman Scarboro Oct 14
1. Thacher 2:50:02
Results courtesy of Charles Scribner
Mite 8 and under 3K
Race Director M.T.C. 1. David Stokes 11:48
2. David White 12:16
* * ************ *****
3. Andy Worth 13:17
4. Michael Caiazzo 13:28
2ND ANNUAL AUTUMN GOLD 10K ROAD RACE 5. Benjamin Graham 13:29
Ellsworth Oct 13th 6. Aaron Henry 14:14
7. Owen Lisa 14:19
8. Robert Fisher 15:30
1. Bruce Bridgham 33:43 9. Colin Pears 18:05
2. Tim Parritt 35:52
3. Michael Worcester 36:04 1. Bridget Foley 13:24
4. Doug DeAngelis 36:45 2. Abby Erikson 14:15
5. Mike Francis 36:58 3. Joyelle Decker 14:17
6. Bion McFadden 37:04 4. Sarah Lisa 14:49
7. Calvin Cousins 37:34 5. Mary Maloney 15:23
8. David Alley 37:45 6. Jessie Cosgrove 18:09
9. David Renault 37:53
10. Jorge Lion 38:20 Bantam 9-10 3K
11. Robin Emery 38:41*
12. Dick Powell 38:59
1. Josh Gagnon 10:49
13. Oskar Feichtinger 39:00
2. Eric Worcester 11:04
14. Bobby Stinson 39:12
3. Matt Deschaine 11:41
15. Phil St. Pierre 39:14
4. Steve Colucci 11:48
16. Ken Shea 39:24
5. Derron Weatherbee 11:49
17. Terry Cousins 40:17
6. Chris Joslin 12:04
18. Michael Archer 40:26
7. Chris Mullen 12:07
19. Tom Kirby 40:27
8. Jeremy Graham 12:17
20. Susan Elias 41:14*
9. Mark Doucette 12:17
21. Ron Wietake 41:29
10. Bill Stiles 12:32
22. M.J. Mclsaac 41:31
11. Brian Lemay 12:48
23. Richard Miles 41:41
12. Brian Bedard 12:49
24. Joe Ippolito 42:15
13. Neil Trottier 12:51
25. Joel Fellows 42:16
14. Gregory Popp 12:51
26. Diane Wood - 42:25*
15. Matt Porter 13:23
27. Sheldon Belmain 42:27
16. Todd Donoghue 14:02
28. Michael Reisman 42:53
17. Chris Long 14:53
29. Barbara Greenstone 43:07*
18. Jay Stevens 15:01
30. Ken Await 43:20
19. Jacob Sweetser 15:24
31. Doug Knobloch 43:22
20. Andy Crockett 15:30
32. Ken Sylvester 43:32
21. Chad Higgins 17:20
33. Lawrence Ludwig 43:36
22. Mike LaCasse 17:32
34. Perley Merrick 44:09
35. Chris Feldkamp 44:10
1. Jenny Reali 13:07
36. Frank Bednar 44:13
2. Amy Fortin 13:30
37. John Sharp 44:22
3. Carrie Deraspe 13:34
38. Ed Raymaker 44:46
4. Tiffany Roberts 13:44
39. Roberta Sharp 44:55*
5. Carey Darling 14:17
40. Rodney Hisler 44:56
6. Jenny Higgins 14:18
41. Sam Auerback 45:02
7. Vickie Tardiff 15:04
42. Jim Gilbert 45:06
8. Michelle Adkins 16:22
43. Ben VanPelt 45:08
9. Angela Adams 17:43
44. Kelli Stratton 45:28*
10. Misti Gaghan 18:01
45. Durin Chappe 45:28
11. Kristen Boone 18:01
46. Silas Coffin 45:28
47. Gary Vear 45:29
Midget 11-12 3K
48. Leif Abrell 45:31 1. Melissa Hyland 11:42
49. Bill Barter 45:44 2. Linda Whittier 12:01
50. Howard Richard 46:05 3. Amy Shnur 12:05
51. Braden Alley 46:25 4. Jenny Popp 12:21
52. Mark Hardison 46:26 5. Rachel Silke 12:42
53. Jerry St. Amand 46:34 6. Nicole Fraser 12:51
54. Kerry Shea 46:46* 7. Cathy Mecham 12:54
55. Brad Newbegin 47:10 8. Kelly O'Reilly 13:06
56. Matt Coffin 47:14 9. Heidi Hayner 13:07
57. Linda Bedard 47:39* 10. Vanessa Gordon 13:15
58. Jack Richards 47:41 11. Sandra Roberts 13:17
59. Donald O'Brien 48:30 12. Jenny Hayden 13:24
60. Ken Hodsdon 48:33 13. Julie Labrecque 13:25
61. Dennis Dards 48:36 14. Karen Conley 13:35
62. Nivan Saada 49:00 15. Jill Landry 13:36
63. Ralph McElwain 49:08 16. Heidi Kern 13:41
64. Don Osborne 49:25 17. Sue Rumery 13:42
65. Charles Clapper 49:29 18. Amy Wright 13:43
19. Kendall Wyman 13:43
1. Aaron Morrison 11:15
2. Chris Goulet 11:35
3. Sean Berry 11:38
4. Jason Davis 11:46
5. Garth Altenborg 11:59
6. Jeff Porch 12:01
7. Brian White 12:05
8. Dan Erickson 12:13
9. George Worth 12:41
10. Robert O'Toole 12:50
11. Peter Ladd 12:54
12. Ricky Bates 13:07
13. John Davis 13:11
14. Leon Vachon 13:23
15. Donald Marquis 18:55
Youth 13-14 4K
1. Wendy Delan 16:30
2. Dana Nadeau 22:40
3. Mary Daggett 28:56
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Jason Burrill
Dennis Dulac
Mike Newton
Sean Prince
Dennis Bedard
14:55
21:02
21:21
21:50
22:05
Intermediate 15:16
1. Ted Perrin
4K
14:56
Results courtesy of Ron
Meet
Kelly
Director
* * ******** * * * * * * * *
T.A
e . :
.C. HOLBROOK REC
Holden
DEPT X-COUNTRY
Oct 14th
Mite 8 and under 3K
1. Kyle Gehevicz 18:36
2. Brian Goodness 21:55
3. Robbie Achorn 25:37
1. Amy Rogers 22:07
2. Jennifer Neale 22:38
3. Amy O'Donnell 22:52
4. Jennifer Sekera 24:10
5. Elizabeth Sekera 24:14
6. Charley Martin 26:10
Bantam 9-10 3K
1. Seth Thornton 13:02
2. Braden Alley 13:21
3. Chris Cowan 14:46
4. Joey Hardison 15:41
5. Rodney Kelshaw 16:58
6. Tommy Coleman 17:00
7. Teddy Curtis 19:16
8. Jeff Clark 20:59
9. Ronnie Rogers 22:35
1. Amy Martin 14:25
2. Melanie Genevicz 19:02
3. Christa Woodward 19:25
4. Danielle Warren 20:09
5. Amanda Curtis 21:58
6. Wendy Crothers 23:21
Midget 11-12 3K
1. Free Martin 13:12
2. Trevor Adams 13:50
3. Corey Genevicz 14:42
4. Mike Southard 14:45
5. Tron Hildahl 15:04
6. Brian Kelshaw 15:48
7. Linwood Chase 19:02
1. Robin Coleman 14:55
2. Carrie Achorn 15:05
3. Mary Bragg 15:47
4. Heather Lane 16:23
5. Suzanne Stone 16:31
6. Jennifer Washburn 18:28
7. Julie Jenkins 18:32
8. Jennifer Curtis 19:22
9. Amy Harrow 19:58
10. Angela Page 20:04
11. Christy Vanadestine 20:05
12. Kim Sekera 20:22
13. September Neale 21:09
14. Erica Campbell 22:19
15. Holly Miller 22:20
Youth 13-14 4K
1. Brian Poulin 16:19
2. Tim Jolecoeur 16:43
3. Todd Nicholas 16:59
4. Eric Bulger 17:31
5. Chris McGrath 17:34
6. Ed Vanadestine 18:22
7. Andy Sekera 18:32
8. Doug Robertson 18:50
9. Seth Harrow 19:14
10. Chris Hart 19:14
11. Alan MacAulay 20:06
12.“ Mike Clark 23:26
13. Zac Cook 23:35
1. April Achorn 23:37
2. Jennifer O'Halloran 24:06
3. Dodi Olsen 26:46
4. Tina Lakeman 26:51
5. Lorrie Desmond 26:33
6. Heather Crothers 27:55
Intermediates 15-16 5K
1. Neal Chamberlain 19:51
2. Jeff Roberts 21:29
3. Bill Thornton 22:01
4. Todd Sekera 23:06
1. Nicki Sekera 25:46
2. Jessica Hildahl 26:53
3. Michelle Pollard 33:52
Open 19-29 5K
1. Tom Kirby 20:15
2. Tom Christie 27:50
Masters 30+ 5k
1. Bob Martin 20:06
2. Ed Harrow 20:30
1. GEORGIA SOUTHARD 33:41
Results courtesy of Mark Hardison & 
Phyllis Worthley - Race Directors
*******************
PISCATAQUIS YMCA FALL CLASSIC RUN 
Dover-Foxcroft 5K Oct 14th
1. Rod White 16:32
2. Bob Clement 16:43
3. David Clement 16:59
4. David McIntire 17:22
5. Paul Siren 17:38
6. John Belanger 17:51
7. Rusty Sweeny 18:10
8. Charles Violette 18:18
9. Wayne Champion 18:32
10. Soren Siren 18:49
11. Art Fraser 18:50
12. Tom Coy 18:54
13. Roderick Smith 18:54.3
14. John Guyotte 18:58
15. Scott Maxell 19:11
16. Rex Nelson 19:36
17. Bill Forbes, Jr. 19:41
18. Kristen Clement 19:48
19. Carroll Smith 19:53
20. Kathrine Wornham 19:56*
21. Tami Wakeland 20:12*
22. David Hagar 20:18
23. Carla Lemieux 20:28*
24. Darryl Dishaw 20:45
25. Scott Clement 20:54
26. Justin Patterson 21:05
27. Warren Patterson 21:06
28. Bob Pride 21:19
29. Sunshine Weinrich 21:49*
30. Daniel Mahns 22:11
31. Alexej Siren 22:57
32. Justin Weinrich 23:21
33. Sandra Toothaker 23:26*
34. Sharon Maxell 23:27*
35. Richard Maxell 23:41
36. Louis Stevens 24:25
37. Carey Clement 24:36
38. Gwen Clement 24;49*
39. Cass Zilinski 25:11*
40. Elaine Pipher 25:23*
41. Joyce Greenier 28:16*
42. Del Brouin 28:16.3
43. Scott Coy 28:41
★ ★ ********* ********
STROH'S RUN FOR LIBERTY
Portland 8K Oct 13th
1. Dan Barker 25:47
2. Ken Botting 25:56
3. Peter Dube 26:38
4. John Keller 26:39
5. Steve Dexter 26:47
6. Greg Nelson 26:11
7. Stan Smith 27:12
8. Erich Reed 27:14
9. Philip Stuart 27:42
10. Wayne Pelletier 27:49
11. Gordon Scannell 27:53
12. Keith Turner 27:59
13. Rick Lane 28:04
14. John James 28:24
15. Matt Herron 28:33
16. Bob Ouentin 28:37
17. Michael Bard 28:38
18. Alan Reilly 28:41
19. Dennis Dunton 28:44
20. Warren Dean 48 28:46
21. Joanna Green 28:59*
22. Kent MacDonald 29:08
23. John Eldredge 29:21
24. Sam Merrill 29:27
25. Douglas Darby 29:29
26. Geof Hill 29:30
27. Thomas Frederick 29:31
28. John Tarling 29:40
29. Michael O'Connor 29:43
30. Chuck Radis 29:56
31. Michael Simoneau 29:56
32. Joe Regali 29:57
33. Aran Shetterly 30:14
34. Rob Hodgdon 30:18
35. Jeff Holmes 30:19
36. Paul Cole - Wheelchair 30:25
37. Richard Kane 30:26
38. Laurie Munson 30:27*
39. Bruce McFarland 30:32
40. Lewis Bradley 30:39
41. Marc D'Amour 30:43
42. Gerry Mirabile 42 30:47
43. Joseph Meehan 30:50
44. John Greene 30:58
45. Thomas Wells 31:01
46. Barry Howgate 31:06
47. David Dowling 31:12
48. John Addesa 31:15
49. Dennis Mitchell 31:20
50. George Prescott 31:23
51. Stephen Salter 31:27
52. Larry Taylor 31:33
53. Fred McHugh 31:36
54. Tom Gadbois 31:38
55. Larry Scofield 31:40
56. Michael Villacci 31:42
57. Jeffrey Macgerison 31:55
58. Charles Lamere 31:56
59. James Cox, Jr. 31:59
60. Peter Ehni 32:03
61. Benji White 32:12
62. Eric Taylor 32:16
63. Paul Thibeault 32:16
64. John Cordts 32:22
65. Charles Hall 32:23
66. Gilbert Cote 53 32:29
67. Thomas Reardon 32:33
68. Ray Johnson 32:36
69. Mark Chase 32:41
70. Martin Schiff 45 32:43
71. Robert Hopkins 32:51
72. Susan Collins 32:51*
73. Stephen Elliott 32:57
74. Joseph Aloisio, Jr. 33:02
75. Todd LeBlanc 33:10
76. Allan Amioka 33:12
77. Philip Morris 33:18
78. John Murdy 33:21
79. Paul Bourget 33:22
80. Peter Owen 33:26
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
Keith Williams 33:29 175. Sherry Casey 37:40* 269. Jayne McDonagh 42:15
Dale Peabody 33:37 176. John B. Van Buren 41 37:41 270. Dickie Moore 42:16
Ted McCarthy 43 33:38 177. Frank Setter 40 37:41 271. Edmond Inigo 42:20
Don Cohen 33:40 178. Doug Smith 37:42 272. Patricia Ouellette 42:22*
Russell Grant 33:44 179. James Legere 51 37:47 273. Rick O'Brien 42:35
Chris Wales 43 33:46 180. Jeffrey Babino 37:54 274. Willard Bundy 48 42:42
Charles Farrell 33:54 181. Richard Lepore 54 37:55 275. John Caruso 42:48
Eric Vifrow 33:59 182. Robert Ayers 42 38:05 276. Robert Galvez 42:50
Marc Ramsey 34:05 183. Jan Nadeau 38:06* 277. Tim Tarlton 42:53
Tod Kunnemann 34:07 184. Michael Nadeau 38:11 278. Robert Holland-Stanley 42:5
Daniel Roberge 34:13 185. Vincent Skinner 38:15 279. Maggie Guthrie 43:00*
Bill Swift 34:22 186. Brad Sloat 38:16 280. Diane Whitney 42 43:01*
Chris Grant 34:25 187. Cheryl Fredericks 38:19* 281. Jill Litchfield 43:04*
Stacy Darragh 34:26* 188. Robert Peters 42 38:21 282. Raymond Bergeron 40 43:04
Gerard Thibeault 34:28 189. Gerald Hoff 42 38:22 283. Barry Commette 43:08
Carey Buttler 34:30 190. Janice DeMille 38:22* 284. Patricia Lerwick 43:22*
Keith Parsons 34:33 191. Paula Lepore 38:24* 285. Sharon Beaudoin 43:22*
John Nesbit 34:37 192. Jan Venoit 38:25* 286. Addy Harkavy 43:23*
Tim Burnham 34:39 193. Emily Lindemann 38:27* 287. Lee Pappianne 43:27
Rick Blanchard 34:39 194. Laura Weymouth 38:30 288. Mark Miller 43:38
James Bonnvie 34:50 195. Lawrence Van Peursem 38:35 289. Judith Gordon 41 43:40*
Raphael DePrez 44 34:58 196. Malcolm Leonard 38:37 290. Jean Boucher 43 43:46
Alton Morrill 35:01 197. Mary McCann 38:38* 291. Rocco Ferrante 43:49
Neal Workman 35:09 198. Patricia Kennedy 38:41* 292. Michael Brennan 43:54
Donald McGilvery 35:15 199. Michael McManus 40 38:42 293. George Bahamonde 43:55
David O’Brien 35:18 200. Thomas Norton 38:46 294. Les Hodgdon 46 43:56
Jana Lynch 35:19* 201. Edward Kluge 38:51 295. Ron Hayes 49 44:00
David Duppler 35:20 202. Betsy Berry 38:55* 296. Michael Duloc 44:02
Roger Dunbar 44 35:20 203. Philip Diebe 40 38:56 297. Robert Stanley 44:09
Peter Fauver 35:21 204. Thomas Crosby 38:58 298. Jeffrey Johnson 44:09
John Amols 35:22 205. Jennifer DeSena 39:01* 299. Chris Hall 44:19
George D'Alessandro 35:23 206. Jerry Gilbert 39:01 300. Richard Cook 41 44:21
Ron Labbe 35:26 207. Diane English 40 39:02* 301. Thomas Brady, Jr. 44:24
Sam Martin 35:30 208. Jerry Shelso 48 39:03 302. Susan Hoople 44:27*
Peter Robinson 35:35 209. Ralph Bartholomew, Jr. 39:04 303. Stephen Carleton 44:39
Frank Morong 51 35:37 210. Brian Hanlon 39:05 304. Chris Shelton 44:40
Betsy Barrett 35:42 211. Linwood Cross 39:07 305. Judy Rutter 44:49*
Kenneth Sivik 35:44 212. William Cross 39:08 306. Howard Jackson 49 44:53
Paul Maniscalco 35:45 213. Ralph Bartholomew 39:08 307. Preston Powell 58 44:55
Andren Campbell 35:46 214. Kim Nielsen 39:09* 308. Stephanie Peters 44:57*
John Roberts 35:48 215. Elanna Clark 39:09* 309. Susan Davenny 45:11*
Robert Wilson 35:50 216. James Puckett 39:13 310. Timothy Barden 45:19
Janice Brooks 35:51 217. Danforth DeSena 39:13 311. Sarah Vail 45:21
David Nicholas 35:53 218. Paula Carlin 39:15* 312. Krista Butterfield 45:22*
Dennis Gervais 35:55 219. Kevin O’Connell 39:15 313. Charles Briggs 45:23
Carl Comstock 46 35:57 220. Dwight Cardwell 39:15 314. Adele McCaughey 45:42*
Gary Salamone 35:59 221. Timothy York 39:16 315. Theodore Cunningham 57 45:43
Thomas Ahlers 36:00 222. Bill Keefer 39:18 316. Karen Silverman 45:46*
Mark Robinson 36:02 223. Doug Moreshead 43 39:20 317. Amy Geren 45:49*
Michael McRae 36:02 224. Walter Smith 42 39:22 318. Cliff Kilfoil 46 46:00
Calvin Ames 36:06 225. Alan Schock 45 39:22 319. Billy Jensen 46:01
Judith Bjorn 50 36:07* 226. Anthony Ruopoli 39:26 320. Kimberly Michaud 46:06*
Philip Bartlett 36:08 227. Gail Renell 39:29* 321. Jennifer Haskell 46:07*
Chris Hyde 36:10 228. Janice Doherty 39:30* 322. Frank Long 46:08
Terry Dailey 36:11 229. Betsy Smith 39:37* 323. Connie Kippax 54 46:10*
Warren Leonard 36:18 230. Jim Kerney 39:38 324. Carrie Holton 46:16*
Brian Hall 36:22 231. Glenn Robie *. 39:38 325. Carl Spencer 46:16
Douglas Cross 36:24 232. Tim Wiggins 39:40 326. Janes Elliott 46:34
David Bean 36:26 233. Sandra Caulfield 39:40* 327. Arthur Warren 46:54
David Horne 47 36:30 234. James Pledger 39:41 328. Jane Sprunger 46:57*
Euiz Ginocchio 36:38 235. Nori Ann Odio 39:44* 329. Diana Baxter 46:57*
John Gibson 36:39. 236. Bernadette Sylvain 39:53* 330. Mathew Sprunger 46:58
Scott LaBrecque 36:40 237. Gary Darling 39:58 331. Jan Vail 47:05*
Kevin Duff 45 36:40 238. Lee Akerley 48s 40:02 332. Charles Sloan 47:08
Linda Ouellette 36:41* 239. David Doten 40:05 333. Priscilla Wyman 47:12*
Kevin Foster 36:41 240. Wendy Arnold 40:06* 334. Ross Wyman 47:13
Susan Stone 36:41* 241. Jerry Harkavy 40:09 335. Philip Myers 47:14
Glen Rowe 36:44 242. Michael Carrigan 40:11 336. Carol Nichols 47:43*
Joseph Lorello 36:45 243. Danny Hatch 40:16 337. Jackie Pelletier 47:44*
Joe English 40 36:49 244. Dave Marston 40:27 338. Peter Gagnon 47:49
Robert Hayes 36:51 245. Brian Hughes 40:37 339. Judith Golding 47:51*
Jason Tyler 36:56 246. Walter Hoerman 40:37 340. W.E. Lazette, Jr. 47:55
Peter Scott 48 36:58 247. Peggy Maniscalco 40:39* 341. Robert Conklin 47:57
Jerri Bushey 40 37:00* 248. William Miller 40:40 342. Julie Mills 48:13*
Jon Ross 37:01 249. Jay Moore 40:50 343. Judy Kelly 48:18*
Bill Green 37:02 250. Carl Hubbard 40:53 344. Judy Moreshead 48:38*
David St. Onge 37:03 251. Susan Espositp 40:57* 345. Ann Marie Krasnowiecki 48:55*
Cindy Dray 37:04* 252. Katy Taylor 40:59* 346. Michael Krasnowiecki 48:56
John Lucas 37:04 253. Peter Slobogin 41:07 347. Margaret Bourque 48:58*
Duncan MacKenzie 37:05 254. Gerald Burleigh 41:13 348. Lynne Gauvin 49:02*
Tim Boyden 37:05 255. Patricia Keniston 41:14* 349. Jessica Tighe 49:08*
Jonathan Hill 37:06 256. James Guy 41:19 350. Lisa Whittaker 49:08*
Tim Smith 37:06 257. Sean Boggs 41:30 351. Toby Tighe 49:11
Russ Bradley 60 37:09 258. Robert LaPorte 41:31 352. Marianne Powell 49:58*
Joanne Chessie 37:11* 259. Steven Morehead 41:35 353. Randy Nock 50:31
Laura Darrett 37:15* 260. Megan Valleau 41:36* 354. Arthur Ratliff 50:31
Jim Jenkins 37:16 261. Wendy C. Williams 41:38* 355. Cameron McLeod 50:49
Ribbey Wade 37:17 262. Karla Knight 41:42* 356. Michael Harger 51:42
Timothy McDowell 37:19 263. Federico Plazas 41:48 357. Lili Hall 52:14*
Susan Kistenmacher 37:33* 264. Michael Burke 41:52 358. Christine Gaudet 52:17*
John Van Buren 37:34 265. Christopher Darling 41:59 359. Jen Atkinson 52:19*
Mark Loring 37:35 266. Betsy Parker 42:02* 360. Don Atkinson 52:24
Paul Celona 37:37 267. Joan Bundy 42:04* 361. Beverly Klitsch 53:00*
Robert Frazier 37:40 268. Donald McRae 42:13 362. Mary Williamson 53:55*
363 . Jodi Ann Harger 54:04*
364 . Martha Black 56:17*
365 . Michael Salter 49 57:30
366 . Nathalie Roos 60:57*
367,. Elaine Barry 41 67:36*
368,. Joe Wildman 46 67:37
369,. Terrie Bonelli 73:00*
370,. Andi Duloe 78:30*
371.. Laurie Jensen 78:33*
372.. Susan Sivik 79:22*
373.. Nan Jackson 44 79:23*
Results courtesy of Bob Jolicoeur
Maine Track Club Race Director
* * ******** * * ******
BAR HARBOR POLICE 5K: ROAD RACE
Bar Harbor Oct 6th
1. Bruce Bridgham 15:58
2. Chris Farley 17:21
3. Direk Bradt 17:24
4. Rick Lamoureux 17:31
5. Stephen Heath 17:34
6. David Renault 17:46
7. Shayne Worcester 17:52
8. Greg Hildreth 17:56
9. Walter Hayes 18:06
10. Bill Pinkham 18:06
11. Robin Emery 18:09*
12. Keith Graves 18:20
13. Leif Abrell 18:25
14. Perry Pepper 18:31
15. Kris Les 18:33
16. Ron Bilancia 18:41
17. Ed Mobraaten 18:45
18. Tom Emery 18:46
19. Arnold Amoroso 18:49
20. Becky Brown 18:56*
21. Isom Sargent 18:59
22. Tom Kirby 19:01
23. Gordon Graham 19:04
24. Barney Smith 19:05
25. Perley Merrick 19:12
26. Alex Kimball 19:18
27. Dan O'Connell 19:23
28. Matthew Hall 19:30
29. Kevin Pottle 19:55
30. Ron Adams 20:13
31. John Sharp 20:14
32. Barbara Greenstone 20:48*
33. John Walls 20:50
34. Howard Richard 20:55
35.
36. Frank Bednar 21:12
37. David Avery 21:19
38. Becky Bryer 21:20*
39. Wes Schelling 21:26
40. Jeanne Higgins 21:29*
41. Tom Abbott 21:30
42. Kristine Smith 21:45*
43. Roberta Sharp 21:50*
44. Robert Branch 22:10
45. Patricia Richards 22:16*
46. Jennifer Jackson 22:18*
47. Stephanie Young 22:18*
48. Karen Dickes 22:22*
49. Christine Heiniger 22:30*
50. Bill Lawlor 22:36
51. Pam Farley 22:48*
52. Mary Ratner 22:55*
53. Lenny Demuro 23:01
54. Heather Smith 23:06*
55. Craig B. Hall, Sr. 23:07
56. Stephanie Fernald 23:07*
57. Cynthia Wilson 23:08*
58. Roger Wilson 23:09
59. Blue Karnofsky 23:10
60. Joe Paluga 23:39
61. Joe Hoxie 23:39
62. Joe Rappa 24:48
63. Don Osborne 24:01
64. Todd Sargent 24:23
65. Ann Doian 24:28*
66. Martha Hayes 24:33*
67. Pat Kennedy 24:35*
68. Dee Karnofsky 24:59*
69. Melba Wilson 25:04*
70. Peter Clark 25:21
71. Nancy Regimbal 25:21*
72. Don Lamoureux 25:34
73. Barbara Higgins 26:06*
74. Deborah Sargent 26:31*
75. Michelle Sargent 26:34*
76. Joan Imhoff 27:39*
77.
78. Amy Richard 28:11*
79. Harris Hill 28:15
80. Gregory Swaney, Sr. 28:23
81. Carter Walls 28:31
82. Carol Horner 28:31*
83. Marie Ludwig 28:37*
84. Paul Hamblen 29:55
85. Jean Barker 30:21*
86. Dan Peters 30:53
87. Kathryn Franco 30:54*
1 Mile Fun Run
1. Corey Garrison 5:42
2. Micah Donohue 6:26
3. Matthew Dow 6:27
4. Sandy Collier 6:43*
5. Michael Clark 6:43
6. Katy Judd 6:58*
7. James Clark 7:13
8. Theresa Corbett 7:15*
9. Sean Merchant 7:20
10. Craig B. Hall, Jr. 7:21
11. Ryan Donohue 7:24
12. Aaron Fisher 7:28
13. Ian Hepburn 8:03
14. Sam Judd 8:04
15. Matt Clark 8:20
16. Joe Paluga 8:21
17. Daniel Clark 8:21
18. Adrian Ludwig 8:22
19. Audra Rodick 8:27*
20. Melissa Collier 8:40*
21. Martha Ratner 9:08*
22. Shawn Lamoureux 9:59
23. Mary Lamoureux 9:59*
24. Brent Barker 10:34
25. Christopher Hall 10:35
26. Michael Charles Hall 16:01
Results courtesy of Thom Haskell
Haskell*s Sport Goods
* * *********** ******
ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL FALL RUN 5K 
Bangor Oct 13th
1. Peter Millard 15:27
2. Steve Giles 16:31
3. Tom Scagliarini 17:04
4. Fred Merriam 17:51
5. Patrick Munsell 17:57
6. Bruce Theriault, Sr. 17:58
7. Richard Lindsay 18:03
8. Bob Melvin 18:09
9. Tim Rogers 18:10
10. Michael Thompson 18:20
11. William Comeau 18:25
12. Tim Reid 18:36
13. Tom Dugan 18:45
14. Mike Martin 18:50
15. Jacques LaRochelle 19:07
16. Larry Rich 19:08
17. Mike Halmo 19:09
18. Don Engelhardt 19:10
19. Jeff Prior 19:17
20. Mark Chessman 19:21
21. Allen Cole 19:22
22. Kevin Pottle 19:23
23. Chris Campbell 19:26
24. Matt Hall 19:29
25. Arnold Twitchell 19:31
26. Leland Martin 19:44
27. Ronald Russell 19:45
28. Ronald Bryant 19:53
29. Ed Steltzer 19:54
30. Frank Bragg 19:56
31. Buddy Johnson 20:03
32. Jack Cashman 20:29
33. Rich Cole 20:38
34. Kevin Johnson 20:42
35. Howard Dunn 20:45
36. Joan Merriam 20:48*
37. Jon Dickhaut 20:49
38. Gary Hughes 20:50
39. Jerry Herlihy 21:04
40. Robert Salesi 21:06
41. Tim Luvin 21:11
42. Nancy Graves 21:14*
43. Steve Carle 21:15
44. Jim Ryan 21:16
45. Newell Lewey 21:17
46. Paul Sorrentino 21:19
47. Fred Cole 21:24
48. David Levy 21:26
49. Ed Thompson 21:40
50. Tony Joaquin 21:51
51. Arthur Joaquin 21:52
52. Max Hammer 21:58
53. Theresa McGlauflin 22:06*
54. William Bukowski 22:12
55. John Bragg 22:21
56. Debra Goldsmith 22:25*
57. Dick Day 22:31
58. Jason Merriam 22:50
59. Aaron Merria- 22:51
60. Richard Lenz 23:09
61. Frank D'Amelio 23:13
62. Margaret Nervik 23:24*
63. Louise Cole 23:27*
64. Mary Alice Bruce 23:31*
65. Barri Babcock 23:49
66. Daniel Merriam 24:02
67. Dennis Shibles 24:20
68. Sandra Toothaker 24:21*
69. William Cohen 25:13
70. Jean Libby 25:27*
71. Stephen Dunning 25:28
72. Kris Babcock 25:29
73. JoAnn Brandt 25:54*
74. Bruce Denny-Brown 26:08
75. Robert Eslin 26:24
76. John Diamond 26:26
77. Mary Lesniak 26:27*
78. Walter Dickhaut 26:56
79. Diane Frazier 27:05*
80. R.M. Ryckman 27:33
81. Michael O'Brien 27:34
82. Greg Cataldi 27:47
83. Ken Buckley 28:07
84. Margaret Dunlap 28:16*
85. Roree Bryant 28:21
86. Angeli Perrow 28:31*
87. Jean Tibbetts 28:35*
88. Mary Matava 28:57*
89. Gayle Merrow 29:00*
90. Amy Dorsey 29:37*
91. Dawn Mulcahey 29:42*
92. Patricia Eamis 29:53*
93. Robert Soulas 30:40
94. Barbara Grant 30:46*
95. Carol Williams 31:07*
96. Frank Williams 31:07
97. Lynn Gould 37:16
Results courtesy of St. Joe's Ambu-
latory Care, Inc.
*******************
FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE WHERE CAN I PICK UP A COPY OF MAINE RUNNING?
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of has-
sle? Why not put your race applica-
tion in Maine Running Magazine?
Here's all you do:
Send us your flyer by the 10th of 
the month prior to the issue in which 
you wish your flyer to appear. The 
number varies depending on the time 
of year, but is usually between 750 
and 1,000. The current rates are as 
follows:
$15 for 8^x11 flyer with the words
"Complete results in Maine Running" 
$20 for 8^x11 flyer without the above
statement
$25 for 8^x14 pre-folded only!
$25 for multiple page and loose insert
flyers
$50 for single side 8^x11 flyer that 
we print for you on colored paper
$75 for front and back flyers
Add $15 extra if professional lay-out 
work is desired
Best advertising deal around for your 
race!
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING
The advertising rates in Maine Run-
ning are down-rigt incredible.
A full page $50 a month; $500 per year 
Half page $30 a month; $300 per year 
Quarter page $17.50 a month; or $175
There are special rates for 3 month; 
6 month, and mixed packages as well. 
Professional lay-out rates are extra.
If anyone ever asks you where they too can 
get a copy of Maine Running Magazine, steer 
them to one of the following advertisers: 
*OLYMPIA SPORT in South Portland
*THE GOOD SPORTS in Brunswick
*THE ATHLETIC ATTIC 
*Bangor Mall
*Auburn Mall
*Portland
*GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING
*01d Town
*Rockland 
*Presque Isle 
*Bangor
*HASKELLS of Bar Harbor
*JAMES BAILEY CO.
*Portland 
*Augusta
GOODS
*THE STARTING BLOCK 
*Hallowell
*YANKEE SPORTS AND 
RUNNING CENTER 
*Freeport*Auburn
*LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH
Please patronize the stores that keep Maine 
Running afloat. We wouldn't be here without 
them!
Planning a large race? 200, 300 or more? 
Then you need...
^^Jhronomix
The only way to handle large race fields. 
$50 per race
Call 843-6262 to reserve the machine.
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title 
page along with a check for $15 and we'll send you the magazine for a year.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
MAINE RUNNING 
PO BOX 259 
EAST HOLDEN, ME 
04429
ZIP
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
'tt
PAa/SoNS
Maine Savings Bank’s
6thAnnual ;
Gasping Gobbler
Thanksgiving Day Road Race
10,000 Meters (6.2 miles) 
and 2 Mile Road Race
Finishing times shown by 
large digital clock.
Date:
Thursday, November 22, 1984.
Time:
10:00 a.m. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
Place:
Augusta Civic Center. Augusta, Maine.
(Race course map on the back. Also 
available at registration booth.) Showers and 
refreshments will be available to all.
Awards:
Long sleeve T-shirts to 
the first 200 registrants 
in the 10K and first 100 
registrants in the 2 Mile.
60 frozen turkeys will be 
awarded in the following 
categories in each race:
1st, 2nd, 3rd male and 
female overall.
1 st and 2nd male and 
female: 14 and under, 15-18,
19-29, 30-39, 40-49,
50 and over.
'■W 
I ‘
Course Records:
10K
Gerry Clapper 31.09 
Bucksport, ME (1983) 
Anne Marie Davee 37.41 
Norway, ME 1983 
2 Mile
Stephen Sarkozy 10:19 
So. Portland, ME (1983)
Terri Gousse 11.52 
Fairfield, ME (1983)
Certified by The Athletic Congress.
Sponsored by Maine Savings Bank 
in cooperation with the Maine 
j'(‘ Road Ramblers and the 
i* • *i' Augusta Recreation
j/,'i Department.
Guide to Road Racing 
in New England
cMaine
c, <Road
gamblers
'/ . ' v/ For additional information, please contact race directors 
— . • /TC Dave Jowdry (207) 622-7787 or Cliff Fletcher (207) 622-4766
* ’ . • or Barbara Godfrey (207) 622-7734 evenings.
Registration:
S6 fee for either race: Check one
Make checks payable to □ 10K □ 2 Mile 
Maine Road Ramblers
Mail to:
Barbara C. Godfrey
c/o Maine Savings Bank
P.O. Box 2509
Augusta, Maine 04330
In consideration of this entry being accepted I for myself, my heirs, administrators and assigns, hereby waive 
and release anv and all riahts. and claims I mav have aaainst the snonsors of this event I akn theMember FDIC
» , rrn i » r~i-r i »ni l I ■ u HTii , roi , . .................... ..
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FREEPORT COMMUNITY EDUCATION 
THE SHED OF FREEPORT 
AND
YANKEE SPORTS & RUNNING CENTER
Life.Beinit.
THE GREAT OSPREY OCEAN RUN - PART 3 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1984 - 12:00 NOON 
at Wolf Neck State Park, Freeport, Maine 
-10 Kilometer Road Race-
COURSE: Wheel-measured course starts at Wolf Neck State Park parking
lot, continues down Wolf Neck Road, right on Flying Point Road 
to Lower Flying Point Road to Burnett Road to Wolf Neck Road 
to State Park (finish in field) (See Reverse Side for Map).
REGISTRATION: $4.00 per entry. Accepted by mail or the day of the race 
until 11:45 at WOLF NECK STATE PARK. All registration 
materials will be at the park.
RACE FEATURE: Race results and color video tape replay of race.
Awards,showers and rest rooms at Freeport High School.
Mile Markers, 3.1 mile split and water station.
Conplete results will be published in Maine Running Magazine.
AWARDS: T-Shirts to the first 60 registered entrants.
Merchandise and other awards to 1st-3rd in each category. 
Several awards drawn on race day.
AGE GROUPS: Male and Fenale
14-18 30-39
19-29 40-over
*** Please Note: Come ready to run at the Park or plan on arriving early
enough to change at Freeport High School (open at 10:00AM).
I enter this event at my own risk and will not hold the organizers of the GREAT 
OSPREY OCEAN 10K ROAD RACE, Town of Freeport, Freeport Community Educat ion, Wolf 
Neck State Park or other persons involved in this area responsible for personal 
injuries.
NAME:_______________________________________________ SEX:____________ AGE:
ADDRESS__________________________________ CITY:____________________STATE:
SIGNATURE PARENT SIGNATURE:
UNDER 18
Mail entry & fee to: Freeport Community Education
Holbrook St, Freeport, Maine 04032
For information call: Peter Marczak,Race Director 
865-6171
T A tQA

Get in the Running 
at the
UM.
Cross Country
Runner’s Festival
/KT
f i
Sat., November 17,1984
Scenic wooded roads & fields at the
University of Maine at Augusta 
Fitness Trail
(Course of 1984 Maine High School Championship) 
Divisions for
Men, Women & Teams
A team consists of 3 or more runners 
(Only 3 will qualify)
Complete Results in MAINE RUNNERI
Jr. High School (Grades 7 & 8) 
High School (Grades 9-12) 
Open/Corporate/Collegiate/ 
UMA Alumni
9:00 AM 
9:45 AM
10:30 AM.
(1.5 mi. course) 
(3.0 ml. course) 
(4.0 mi. course)
Lockers, showers & warm-up rooms available. 
Free lunch & beverage for runners.
.Team registration must be mailed by Nov. 14. 
Individuals may register on the day of festival.
Mail form to: Recreation & Athletics, UMA 
University Heights
Augusta, Maine 04330
Name_________________________________________________
(Individual or Team CapL)
Address
Individual or Team 
Division________
Phone____________________Age___________________ Male or Female________
Signature of Parent or Guardian if under 18________________________________________ _
Entry fee *3 per person An organization may enter as
Payable to UMA Runner’s Festival many teams as it wants for just *20.
Teams must attach list of competitors. Include name, acre & sex of each.
3RD ANNUAL
WHEN: SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17 AT 9:00 A.M.
Registration at Brewer High starting at 8:00 A.M. 
Pre-Registration encouraged as only the first 50 
runners will receive a T-shirt.
WHERE: 5 kilometer race (3.106 miles). The wheel-measured 
out and back course starts at Brewer High School.
AGE GROUPS: 13 and under
(as of race day) 14-18
19-29 ENTRY FEE: $5.00
30-39
40-49
50-over
AWARDS: Turkey given to first place finishers (M & F) per age gro
ADDITIONAL AWARDS: Numerous other awards of merchandise and gift 
certificates will be awarded on the following.
CATEGORY
(Faculty) First
(85) First
(86) First
(87) First
(88) First
(Parent) First
Brewer High faculty/staff (M & F) 
high school student - Class of '85
high school student - Class of '86
high school student - Class of '87
high school student - Class of '83
parent of Brewer High student (M & F)
ALSO: Random drawing for additional prizes (one prize per runner)
/•.zwmT nfcmmf nireT Tcurn TH "MJTMP PIIT3NTNR MARA7.TNF,”
FOR THE FOOT 
THAT WANTS 
EVERYTHING.
The NIKE line of versatility shoes. For 
runners who can't choose between lightweight 
cushioning and stability. Now they can have a 
bit of both worlds.
y— je----- k ——je=------ V-... •• "*g=------ -x ■>£=
10% OFF ALL NIKE SHOES
TIM CTOPK (When you mention this ad.)
XX ^1 X Vx v/ll GOOD THRU 12/31/84----
VISA*
©DLCWm-f’S
HOGAN ROAD • 947-1168 • BANGOR, MAINE 
VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS 
ROCKLAND • PRESQUE ISLE • OLD TOWN • AUBURN
From the "Specialists" 
in
Athletic Footwear and Clothing
Tips on Technical Shoes 
&
Cold Weather Running
Finding the Right Shoe Is Not Easy
Keeping up with the latest innovations in running shoe technology is the job of the ATHLETIC ATTIC. 
At the ATHLETIC ATTIC each runner receives special attention. Our staff will do their best to help 
each athlete find the training or racing shoe which best suits the athlete.
Dress for the Cold Weather
And your run will be more enjoyable.
Polypropylene Bodywear Is Long Underwear
For the active athlete in cold weather. Polypropylene wisks cool moisture away from your skin and 
insulates the warmth produced by your body. Combined with a nylon outer shell and loose middle 
layers polypropylene is the efficient way to stay warm on cold weather runs.
BANGOR MALL 
Skip Howard
(207) 947-6880
METHUEN MALL 
Kevin Retelle 
(617) 683-5069
AUBURN MALL 
Paul Hammond 
(207) 786-2507
BACK BAY PORTLAND 
Doug Ingersoll 
(207) 775-6244
"Specialists in Athletic Footwear and Clothing"
